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Abstract
From Eyes to Minds:
Perceiving Perception, and Attending to Attention
Clara Colombatto
2021
The most important visual stimuli that we encounter in everyday life may be other
people, and in particular their eyes. We constantly monitor (and follow) where others are
looking, and hundreds of studies have stressed the importance of eyes as uniquely powerful
visual stimuli. This dissertation argues otherwise: The eyes are special only insofar as they
signal deeper properties about the minds behind them—namely the nature and direction of
others’ attention and intentions. We empirically support this view in two ways: First, in studies of ‘minds without eyes’, we demonstrate how well-known gaze effects (such as prioritized
processing of eye contact in the ‘stare in the crowd’) readily replicate without any eyes at all,
when the direction of attention and intention is signified in other ways. Second, in studies
of ‘eyes without minds’, we demonstrate that such gaze effects are reduced when the eyes do
not signal any underlying pattern of attention and intentions, even though they clearly look
like eyes, as in the phenomenon we have dubbed ‘gaze deflection’. Finally, in a study of what
we call ‘unconscious pupillometry,’ we also explore how the visual system automatically and
unconsciously prioritizes others’ degree of attention (vs. distraction). Ultimately, what matters is not just perceiving and attending to the relevant physical features, but rather perceiving
perception, and attending to attention. Collectively, this work shows how seemingly reflexive visual processes can be surprisingly sophisticated, and how visual processing may extract
not only physical attributes, but also mental states.
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1
Introduction

The most powerful visual stimuli we encounter in our everyday lives are arguably
other people: Identifying agents and tracking their behavior is of obvious importance to our
fitness. But not all parts of other people are equally important: Some body parts like legs or elbows seem of lower biological significance compared to highly informative ones like people’s
faces—and in particular their eyes. Accordingly, a vast literature in psychology has explored
how our minds seem especially sensitive to others’ eyes: Compared to other stimuli, both
social and nonsocial, eyes are detected faster, hold our attention for longer, and have many
influences on the way we perceive and remember other people. As a result, hundreds of papers in social perception all converge on the conclusion that the eyes are the social signal par
excellence, unparalleled in terms of both their salience and their impact on our mental lives.
1

This thesis argues otherwise: The eyes are not so special after all, and they are special
only insofar as they signal deeper properties about the minds behind them—namely the direction of others’ attention and intentions. Across a wide range of perceptual processes, from
unconscious processing to impressions of temporal order, the work presented here demonstrates that the effects of eye gaze are driven not so much by the superficial appearance of the
eyes, but rather by patterns of attention and intentions that they (only sometimes) signify.
This conclusion may seem surprising, since perception is typically thought to extract properties like color and shape, while mental states are typically thought to result from high-level
judgments and reasoning—a divide that is also reflected in the sociology of our field, since
the study of mental state inferences has largely been the province of social psychology rather
than psychophysics. But the work presented here suggests that perception itself may traffic in
the perception of others’ perceptual and attentional states. In this way, our visual experience
seems to be driven not so much by what other agents look like superficially, but rather by
deeper properties of their minds, such as their perceptual and attentional states.
The contribution of this research program is twofold. First, the possibility that perception might extract others’ mental states has several implications for our understanding
of perception, since visual processing can extract sophisticated models of others’ minds even
in the seemingly rapid and reflexive tasks explored in this work. And conversely, the suggestion that our apprehension of others’ mental states is rooted in perception implies that
mental states are not just something that we can think and reason about, but also something
that we can see, and that might be truly integrated into how we experience the world in the
first place. But even beyond its implications for the nature of other cognitive processes, this
work begins to uncover our ability to apprehend others’ perceptual and attentional states—
properties that seem foundational not just to our own visual experience as demonstrated here,
but also to many other aspects of our social lives, from conversations to legal and moral judg-
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ments. In fact, this form of social perception bridging automatic perceptual processes and
sophisticated social impressions raises the intriguing possibility that by perceiving itself, perception may serve as a scaffold for other mentalizing abilities, insofar as the realization that
others can see may function as a precursor for understanding their minds.
In the remainder of this introduction, I will first provide an overview of the numerous
ways in which the eyes seem special, with a particular focus on the effect of others’ gaze on
automatic mechanisms of perception, attention, and memory. I will then ask: Why might
the eyes be special? While vision science has typically taken the effects of gaze to be driven
by the eyes being especially visually salient stimuli, I will propose a new theory wherein these
effects are really driven by the perception of the attention and intentions of the minds behind
the gaze. Finally, I outline two key predictions of our framework, and introduce the logic of
the experiments presented in the remaining chapters.

1.1

The Most Important Visual Stimulus?

Of the many stimuli we encounter in everyday life, perhaps the most important are others’
faces: If much of our waking lives is spent in the presence of other people (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2019) or thinking about others (Mar, Mason, & Litvack, 2012; Song & Wang,
2012), then faces, as the proximal means by which we identify, observe, and remember other
agents, seem crucial. And indeed, we learn a lot about others from just glancing at their faces,
from demographic characteristics such as age or gender, to more subjective impressions of
familiarity and emotional expressions, and even more ineffable impressions of personality
traits and mental states. Faces are of course complex stimuli composed of multiple internal
features (e.g., nose, mouth, ears, hair, …), and while face perception seems to rely on global
processing of local features as a configural unit (Yin, 1969; for a review, see Maurer, Grand, &
3

Mondloch, 2002), one feature in particular seems most important: the eyes.
Despite their relatively small size compared to other facial features, the eyes seem especially salient to us: Eye-tracking studies have revealed that when viewing others’ faces we
tend to mostly focus on the eye region (Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967), such that up to 80 % of
fixations fall within the eye region only (Williams & Henderson, 2007). This tendency appears to be automatic, insofar as it occurs regardless of the task at hand (Davies & Hoffman,
2002; Henderson, Williams, & Falk, 2005; Janik et al., 1978; Walker-Smith, Gale, & Findlay,
1977), or the complexity of the scenes we are looking at (Birmingham, Bischof, & Kingstone,
2008). Both developmental and comparative work have suggested that this looking preference might be especially heightened in humans. First, the eyes seem special from the very
beginning of life: Newborns prefer to look not just at faces (Goren, Sarty, & Wu, 1975; Johnson, 2005; Johnson et al., 1991), but specifically at the eye region (Batki et al., 2000; Farroni et
al., 2002, 2005), starting as early as 7 weeks of age (Haith, Bergman, & Moore, 1977). In contrast, this preference for the eye region seems reduced if not absent in other species, including
other great apes such as gorillas and orangutans (Kano, Call, & Tomonaga, 2012), and even
our closest relatives—chimpanzees (Kano & Tomonaga, 2010).
If faces are so informative, most properties we can ‘read’ about others reside in fact in
the eyes. For example, biometrical studies have revealed that the facial region that varies the
most across individuals is indeed the eye region, including eye color, eye shape, inter-ocular
distance, inter-pupillar distance, and others (Farkas, 1994). This significant inter-subject variability in morphology makes the eyes an exceptionally reliable cue for identity recognition:
Performance in facial recognition tasks is significantly impaired when the eye region is occluded, more than when other facial features such as the nose or mouth are (Caldara et al.,
2005; McKelvie, 1976; Schyns, Bonnar, & Gosselin, 2002; Sekuler et al., 2004). Similarly, accuracy on facial recognition tasks decreases when participants are forced to fixate away from
4

the eyes (Peterson & Eckstein, 2012). And perhaps even more strikingly, the eyes seem crucial for detecting the presence of others in the first place—as demonstrated by face detection
experiments wherein masking the eyes, but not other local features such as the mouth, results in significant performance impairments (Lewis & Edmonds, 2003). The eye region is
not just helpful for identifying others, but also for extracting specific attributes, from gender
(Gosselin & Schyns, 2001; Vinette, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2004) to disease immunity, which
varies with the brightness of the sclera (Provine, Cabrera, & Nave-Blodgett, 2013; Russell et
al., 2014), and the width of the dark limbal ring separating the sclera from the iris (Peshek
et al., 2011). That the eyes are key determinants for impressions of age and health is indeed
reflected in the massive market for cosmetic products for the eye region such as dark eyeliners
and mascaras that enhance its apparent contrast, or eye shadows that enlarge its apparent size.
And even beyond such relatively stable traits, the eyes also convey information about
more transient states such as emotions (Wagenbreth et al., 2014). The detailed musculature
of the eyes and eyebrows is a major contributor to all primate facial expressions (Ekman &
Friesen, 1971; van Hooff, 1967; for a review, see Itier & Batty, 2009), e.g., the wide eyes characteristic of fearful and surprised faces (Adolphs et al., 2005), the squinted eyes of angry and
disgusted faces (Calder et al., 2000; Chapman & Anderson, 2012; Smith et al., 2005), the lowered gaze of sad faces (Semyonov et al., 2019), the wrinkled eye corners of genuinely joyful
faces (Duchenne, 1990; Ekman & Friesen, 1982), and more complex configurations of sophisticated expressions such as jealousy, guilt, hate, suspicion, awe, and cowardice (Baron‐Cohen
et al., 1997, 2001; Lee & Anderson, 2017).

5

1.2

Gazing Direction

But perhaps the most obvious way in which others’ eye gaze is informative is that it signals
where in the environment others are looking. Our ability to discriminate others’ looking
direction is truly remarkable: We are able to detect averted gazes with eye rotations that are as
small as 0.75° when viewed from 1 meter away (Cline, 1967), or 2.80° (or approximately 1mm)
when viewed from 2 meters away (Gibson & Pick, 1963). But of all the possible directions
others could be looking, one seems especially salient: When they are looking straight at us.

1.2.1

Eye Contact

Directed eyes grab us from the day we are born: Infants as young as 48 hours prefer to look
at faces with a direct gaze (vs. an averted gaze; Farroni et al., 2002), suggesting that sensitivity
to eye contact may be innate (a module called the ‘Eye Direction Detector’; Baron-Cohen,
1997). But gazing direction is not just encoded: It also impacts the very way we process faces.
For example, direct gaze facilitates identity recognition (Mason, Hood, & Macrae, 2004;
Vuilleumier et al., 2005), gender discrimination (Macrae et al., 2002), and emotion perception (Adams & Kleck, 2003; cf. Bindemann, Burton, & Langton, 2008). Faces with direct
gaze also appear to be more attractive (Kampe et al., 2001), likeable (Jones et al., 2006; Mason
et al., 2005) , competent (Wheeler et al., 1979), dominant (Dovidio & Ellyson, 1982), among
many other positive traits (for a review, see Kleinke, 1986). The pervasiveness of eye contact
is apparent even just from the diverse domains of psychology that have explored its effects,
from analyses of conversations (e.g., Kendon, 1967; Wang et al., 2011; Wohltjen & Wheatley,
2020), to studies of prosocial behavior (e.g., Bateson, Nettle, & Roberts, 2006; Nettle et al.,
2013). And these effects have far reaching implications for our decisions, such as which candidates we choose to hire for a job (Forbes & Jackson, 1980), or which witnesses we trust in
6

the courtroom (Hemsley & Doob, 1978; Neal & Brodsky, 2008). Indeed, law students are
explicitly taught to encourage their witnesses to make eye contact with the jury during direct
examination, and to block it during cross-examination (Brodsky, 2013).
But perhaps the most fundamental way in which eye contact affects us is simply that
it grabs our attention: For example, faces staring at the observer (surrounded by faces looking away) are detected faster in visual search tasks than faces looking away (surrounded by
faces staring at the observer)—a phenomenon known as the ‘stare-in-the-crowd’ effect (Senju,
Hasegawa, & Tojo, 2005; von Grünau & Anston, 1995). And direct gaze is not just attentiongrabbing, but downright distracting: The presence of irrelevant faces with direct (vs. averted)
gaze impairs performance on a variety of tasks, from visual target detection (Senju & Hasegawa,
2005) and working memory (Nie et al., 2018; Wang & Apperly, 2017) to cognitive control
(Conty et al., 2010), higher-level reasoning (Glenberg, Schroeder, & Robertson, 1998), language processing (Kajimura & Nomura, 2016), and spatial cognition (Buchanan et al., 2014;
Markson & Paterson, 2009). And eye contact impacts not just our minds, but also our bodies,
resulting in increased skin conductance (Hietanen et al., 2008; Pönkänen, Peltola, & Hietanen, 2011), heart rate (Akechi et al., 2013; Myllyneva & Hietanen, 2015), and facial muscle
movements (Hietanen et al., 2018; for a review, see Hietanen, 2018).
In fact, direct gaze is so powerful that it impacts us even when it is not consciously
perceived. This has been especially apparent in studies using continuous flash suppression
(CFS)—a form of binocular rivalry in which a rapid stream of flashing masks shown to one
eye temporarily renders invisible stimuli presented to the other (Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005; for
a review, see Stein, 2019). In this work, faces looking at the observer break into awareness
(escaping the interocular suppression from the flashing masks) faster than faces looking away
(Chen & Yeh, 2012; Stein et al., 2011). This prioritization seems especially robust, since it has
been demonstrated across various measures—e.g., not just breakthrough times, but also eye
7

movements patterns (Rothkirch et al., 2015), and across diverse paradigms—e.g., not just in
the absence of visual awareness, but also when the subject is aware, but their visual attention
is occupied by a concomitant task (Yokoyama et al., 2014).

1.2.2

Gaze Cueing

If directed gaze is so evidently powerful in that is signals whether someone is looking towards
us, perceiving others’ gazing direction when their gaze is averted seems equally important, insofar as it signals where in the environment others are looking. The perceived direction of
others’ gaze is so salient that we tend to look in the same direction they are looking (a phenomenon known as ‘gaze following’; Kuhn & Benson, 2007; Mansfield, Farroni, & Johnson,
2003; Ricciardelli et al., 2003). In fact, the perception of averted gaze produces not just overt
eye and head movements as in gaze following, but also covert shifts of attention, as in when
our attention automatically shifts in the direction that others are looking (a phenomenon
known as ‘gaze cueing’; e.g., Driver et al., 1999; for a review, see Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper,
2007). This phenomenon is typically studied using variations of the spatial cueing paradigm
(Posner, 1980), wherein observers are asked to fixate in the center of the screen and respond
to a peripheral target; critically, their responses are affected by a face cue that appears at the
center of the display prior to the target: They are faster when the face is looking in the same
direction as the target (‘congruent’ cue), and slower when the face is looking in the opposite
direction as the target (‘incongruent’ cue), and this difference is thought to reflect reflexive
orienting in the direction that the face cue is looking.
Just like the perception of eye contact, gaze cueing of attention seems reflexive: It occurs rapidly (within about 100 ms of seeing a gaze cue), and disappears at longer intervals that
allow observers to redistribute attention (Downing, Dodds, & Bray, 2004; Driver et al., 1999;
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Friesen, Ristic, & Kingstone, 2004). It also seems to occur automatically, since it is not affected by secondary tasks (Hayward & Ristic, 2013; Law, Langton, & Logie, 2010; cf. Bobak
& Langton, 2015), and involuntarily, since it persists not just when the gaze is nonpredictive
of target location (e.g., Friesen & Kingstone, 1998), but also when counterpredictive (e.g.,
Driver et al., 1999). It also persists when observers are specifically instructed to ignore the face
cue (e.g., Driver et al., 1999), or when they are informed about the future target location in
advance (Galfano et al., 2012). While gaze cueing can be in part modulated by facial features
such as dominance (e.g., Jones et al., 2010), trustworthiness (e.g., Petrican et al., 2013), or familiarity (e.g., Deaner, Shepherd, & Platt, 2007; for reviews, see Barbato, Almulla, & Marotta,
2020; Dalmaso, Castelli, & Galfano, 2020), in general it seems to occur with all sorts of stimuli
resembling eyes: realistic faces (e.g., Hietanen & Leppänen, 2003; Langton & Bruce, 2000),
virtual agents (e.g., Nuku & Bekkering, 2008), schematic faces (e.g., Friesen & Kingstone,
1998), animal faces (Quadflieg, Mason, & Macrae, 2004), objects that resemble faces (as in
the so-called ‘pareidolia’ faces: Takahashi & Watanabe, 2013), and objects that do not even resemble faces but have eyes pasted on them (e.g., a glove; Quadflieg et al., 2004). And just like
eye contact, gaze cueing can impact other cognitive processes: Objects that have been looked
at by others are rated more favorably (Bayliss et al., 2006; King, Rowe, & Leonards, 2011), and
faces that cue attention reliably are later rated as more trustworthy—despite no differences
in the cueing effect itself (Bayliss & Tipper, 2006; Mattavelli et al., in press).

1.3 Why so Special?

The wealth of evidence reviewed so far converges on a clear conclusion: The eyes seem special.
They are the main and richest feature we focus on when viewing others, and have great effects
on us—from the powerful salience of eye contact to the irresistible effects of gaze cueing. One
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of the most striking aspects of these effects is that they suggest there might be specialized
mechanisms built into our minds tuned to detect and process eyes, resulting in automatic
mechanisms of perceptual analysis, attentional prioritization, and mnemonic biases. And the
eyes also seem to be truly special in this respect compared to other physical features: There
does not seem to be any nose-specific mechanism involved in processing others’ noses, or any
privileged mechanism involved in processing others’ foreheads, while phenomena like the
‘stare in the crowd’ or gaze cueing of attention seem to reflect eye-specific mechanisms. So I
ask: why might the eyes be so special?

1.3.1

Salient Eyes

The special status of others’ eyes is typically taken to reflect their unique properties as visual
stimuli. And this seems obvious, given that they are indeed extremely visually salient stimuli.
First of all, they are positioned in an especially central and salient region of the face, framed
by high cheekbones and sharp highbrows, and highlighted by the reduction in facial protrusion that has developed in hominoids but not in other apes (Emery, 2000). The reader also
will not be surprised to learn that the human eye region comprises not one but two eyes; and
because these are placed at a relatively short intra-ocular distance, another person’s eyes are
likely processed by both of the perceiver’s eyes, resulting in redundancy after binocular fusion. Extant work has even suggested that infants’ preferences for looking at the eyes can be
reproduced in a model that simply posits that visual input from the two eyes that overlaps
when binocularly fused is preferentially attended (Wilkinson et al., 2014).
But beyond their position within the face, the morphology of the eyes themselves
makes them especially salient. Comparative studies assessing eye morphology in half of all
extant primate species (Kobayashi & Kohshima, 1997, 2001; see Fig. 1.1 for examples) revealed
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that compared to other primates, the human eye is: (1) The only one with a white sclera,
which heightens contrast with the dark pupil; (2) The only one with a sclera that is paler than
both the skin and the iris, which facilitates eye detection and gaze direction discrimination; (3)
The one with the largest exposed sclera size in the eye outline—up to three times more than
other primates (Kaplan & Rogers, 2002), which increases the range of possible eyeball movements; and (4) The one with the largest width-to-height ratio of the eye outline, which allows
for a larger range of horizontal displacement and facilitates gaze direction discrimination.
These morphological properties are hypothesized to have specifically evolved to support accurate gaze perception at the expense of camouflaging (the ‘gaze enhancement hypothesis’; Kobayashi & Kohshima, 2001), and empirical evidence has shown that indeed perception of gazing direction relies on the amount of exposed sclera and its contrast with the pupil
(Anstis, Mayhew, & Morley, 1969; cf. Symons et al., 2004). For example, increasing the
luminance of the sclerae enhances gaze perception (Yorzinski & Miller, 2020), both during
daytime and nighttime (Yorzinski, Harbourne, & Thompson, 2021). In the ‘bloodshot’ illusion (demonstrated in Fig. 1.2a), percepts of gazing direction can be altered simply by darkening the sclera on either side of the pupil (Ando, 2002), or the skin on either side of the
eye (Ando, 2004). In fact, even just moving a lamp horizontally within a room changes perceived gaze direction (West, 2013). And in the ‘Bogart’ illusion (demonstrated in Fig. 1.2b),
percepts of gazing direction can be reversed by inverting the polarity of the eyes (Ricciardelli,
Baylis, & Driver, 2000; Sinha, 2000). The impact of luminance and contrast on perceived
gaze direction has suggested that “the visual system follows an inflexible contrast rule for gaze
perception, invariably treating the dark part of the eye image as the part that does the looking”
(Ricciardelli et al., 2000, p. 12).
These powerful morphological features have been hypothesized to drive the effects
others’ gaze has on us. For example, the Eye Contact Detector module is thought to “track
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Figure 1.1: External morphology of the eyes in primate species. The human eye seems exceptional compared to that of

non-human primates in the bright coloration of the sclera, the sharp contrast with both the skin and the iris, the large
extent of exposed sclera, and the extraordinary horizontal elongation of the eye outline.
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Figure 1.2: The effects of eye coloration on perceived gaze direction. (a) The ‘bloodshot’ illusion: The same picture of a

person facing forward appears to be gazing to her left and right, when her sclerae have been darkened on the left and
right side of the iris, respectively (Ando, 2002). (b) The ‘Bogart’ illusion: The same picture of a person looking to her left
appears to be looking right when the image colors are inverted, such that the sclera is now dark and the pupil is now
light (Ricciardelli et al., 2000; Sinha, 2000).

and code the spatial position of the d[arker] region relative to the w[hite] region” (BaronCohen, 1994, p. 212), such that the perception of eye contact is triggered by a simple ‘dark in
center’ rule. In other words, gaze is powerful because it is computed by a specialized “face
detection system [...] using contrast information between the circular dark iris and the white
sclera” (Palanica & Itier, 2011, p. 13). These salient visual features are also thought to underlie the phenomenon of gaze cueing, which is “driven by the mechanics of eye deviation
perception” (Cole, Smith, & Atkinson, 2015, p. 1105), or “driven by a dedicated gaze perception mechanism that is sensitive to a unique property of the human eye (i.e. a darker iris
surrounded by a wide white sclera)” (Ricciardelli et al., 2009, p. 355), such that “reflexive attentional orienting following an observed gaze is caused by the detection of the position of
the iris, which is a darker region relative to the sclera” (Yoshizaki & Kato, 2011, p. 339). In
sum, the effects of eye gaze seem to stem from eye-specific mechanisms, such that “the mere
possession of eyelike stimuli is sufficient to trigger attentional orienting” (Quadflieg et al.,
2004, p. 830).
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1.4

A New Theory: Perceiving Perception

While vision science has typically taken the power of gaze to stem from the salience of the
eyes per se, we suggest a new perspective: Rather than reflecting lower-level visual properties,
the effects of gaze reflect the apprehension of higher-level properties of the minds behind the
eyes—namely the intentions and attention of other people. Coincidentally, these states can
sometimes be signaled by the eyes: When choosing among multiple options, people tend
to look towards the objects they desire most (Shimojo et al., 2003; Simion & Shimojo, 2006);
when making tea or a sandwich, people look towards the ingredients they will grab next (Land
et al., 1999; Land & Hayhoe, 2001); when walking along a trail, people look towards the locations they will step on next (Hollands, Patla, & Vickers, 2002; Matthis, Yates, & Hayhoe,
2018). As such, the eyes are not just visual cues—they are some of the most direct cues we
have to others’ minds, and we argue that it is the perception of these deeper properties that
drives their powerful effects.
Imagine you are at a crosswalk: You look both ways before crossing, and see a car approaching. Suddenly you notice the driver is looking right at you. Did they notice you?
Should you cross? You can certainly reason about this and come up with an answer: If of all
possible locations they are looking exactly in your direction, it is likely you are salient in their
mind; drivers are also legally and morally required to look out for pedestrians at crosswalks,
so it is likely they noticed you. By this time, they are honking: Why haven’t you crossed yet? I
argue that the impression that someone is seeing us is not something we need to reason about:
It is something we extract rapidly, effortlessly, and automatically. In short, others’ attention
can be seen.
This intuition is based on recent work suggesting that perception might recover not
just the physical structure of our environment (e.g., colors, shapes, or motion), but also its
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social structure (for reviews, see Scholl & Gao, 2013; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000). For example, imagine a display containing numerous darts and one disc; the darts are moving around
in a random fashion, but they are always pointing towards the disc. Upon seeing such displays, observers typically report a distinct impression that the darts are actively pursuing the
circle (the ‘wolfpack effect’; Gao, McCarthy, & Scholl, 2010). These attributions of animacy
and intentionality to simple shapes are powerful: They hold across cultures (Barrett et al.,
2005), and arise early in development (Csibra, 2008; Rochat, Morgan, & Carpenter, 1997),
but most importantly they exhibit classic signatures of perceptual processing. For example,
they result in a distinct phenomenology, despite observers of course knowing a dart cannot
have a mental state (Gao et al., 2010); they depend on subtle features of the visual displays
(e.g., the orientation of the darts; Gao, Newman, & Scholl, 2009); they influence us even
when irrelevant to the task at hand (van Buren, Uddenberg, & Scholl, 2016); and they interact with other visual properties such as objecthood (van Buren, Gao, & Scholl, 2017; for a
review, see Scholl & Gao, 2013).
This suggests that others’ attention is not just inferred or represented: It is automatically extracted in perception, becoming integrated in our own visual experience of the world.
If the direction of others’ attention can be extracted in perception, then it seems that the
reflexive nature of gaze perception need not necessarily reflect an effect of the eyes as visual
stimuli, but rather an effect of the eyes as a proximal cue to others’ attention. In short, effects
of ‘eye contact’ might be better characterized as but one case of more general effects of ‘mind
contact’.
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1.5

Overview of the Current Chapters

This framework makes two complementary predictions, which are empirically tested in Chapters 2-5. First, if gaze is a reliable indicator of where our attention is directed, it is certainly not
the only one: Our attention can be indicated in numerous other ways, e.g., body orientation,
hand gestures, etc. In fact, even inanimate objects can appear to be intentional on the basis of
spatial or motion cues (Heider & Simmel, 1944; for a review, see Scholl & Gao, 2013). If the
effects of eye gaze are truly driven by the perception of minds, they should arise from such
stimuli that signify others’ attentional states, even if they have no resemblance to eyes. This
prediction is empirically tested in studies of ‘minds without eyes’ (Chapter 2 and Chapter
3), where notorious effects of eye gaze (such as the stare-in-the-crowd effect) replicate with
eye-less stimuli that are nonetheless perceived as being directed toward or away from the observer. In particular, we demonstrate that simple shapes can induce putatively eye-specific
effects as in the ‘distracting’ effect of eye contact (Chapter 2), and the attentional prioritization of ‘stares in the crowd’ (Chapter 3).
Second, if the eyes are a reliable indicator of where our attention is directed, this is certainly not always the case: Sometimes we attend covertly (i.e., shift our attentional focus despite maintaining fixation; Cameron, Tai, & Carrasco, 2002; Posner, 1980). And conversely,
we might fail to attend to information despite looking right at it (Mack, 2003; Mack & Rock,
1998); we might attend to some but not other objects within the same area (Scholl, 2001), and
to some but not other features within the same object (e.g., Saenz, Buracas, & Boynton, 2002).
If the effects of eye gaze are truly driven by the perception of minds, they should be reduced
when the eyes do not signify any underlying pattern of attention or intention. This prediction is empirically tested in studies of ‘eyes without minds’ (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), where
powerful effects of the eyes (such as gaze cueing) are reduced when they do not actually signify
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underlying patterns of attention and intention, even if they clearly look like eyes. In particular, we demonstrate that gaze cueing is reduced in the phenomenon we have dubbed ‘gaze
deflection’ (Chapter 4), and that unconscious prioritization of attention is reduced when the
faces seem inattentive, in a novel form of ‘unconscious pupillometry’ (Chapter 5).
These chapters were written as individual journal articles, and they are all published
(Colombatto, Chen, & Scholl, 2020; Colombatto, van Buren, & Scholl, 2019, 2020) or in
press (Colombatto & Scholl, in press). As a result, they stand or their own and can be read
independently, in any order.
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2
Intentionally distracting:
Working memory is disrupted
by the perception of other agents attending to you
—even without eye-gaze cues

2.1

Abstract

Of all the visual stimuli you can perceive, perhaps the most important are other
people’s eyes. And this is especially true when those eyes are looking at you: direct gaze has
profound influences, even at the level of basic cognitive processes such as working memory.
For example, memory for the properties of simple geometric shapes is disrupted by the presence of other eyes gazing at you. But are such effects really specific to direct gaze per se? See-
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ing eyes is undoubtedly important, but presumably only because of what it tells us about the
“mind behind the eyes”—i.e., about others’ attention and intentions. This suggests that the
same effects might arise even without eyes, as long as an agent’s directed attention is conveyed
by other means. Here we tested the impact on working memory of simple “mouth” shapes—
which in no way resemble eyes, yet can still be readily seen as intentionally facing you (or
not). Just as with gaze cues, the ability to detect changes in geometric shapes was impaired
by direct (compared to averted) mouths—but not in very similar control stimuli that were
not perceived as intentional. We conclude that this disruption of working memory reflects a
general phenomenon of “mind contact,” rather than a specific effect of eye contact.

2.2 Introduction

The most salient stimuli we encounter in everyday life are arguably eyes: we constantly monitor where others are looking (for reviews, see Emery, 2000; Grossmann, 2017; Langton et al.,
2000), and when exploring others’ faces we attend most to the eye region (e.g., Henderson
et al., 2005; Janik et al., 1978). This is understandable, given that the eyes are exceptionally
reliable cues for deciphering identity (Peterson & Eckstein, 2012; Schyns et al., 2002), demographics (Macrae et al., 2002; Provine et al., 2013; Russell et al., 2014), emotions (Ekman &
Friesen, 1971; for a review, see Itier & Batty, 2009), and even character traits such as competence (Wheeler et al., 1979) and dominance (Dovidio & Ellyson, 1982).
But perhaps the most obvious way in which eyes are informative is that they indicate
where in the environment people are looking, and they signal others’ intentions—and most
importantly, they can indicate when others are attending to (and perhaps have intentions that
concern) us. In fact, eye contact is preferentially attended from the very beginning of life (e.g.,
Farroni et al., 2002), and it can draw attention even when it is not consciously perceived (Chen
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& Yeh, 2012; Stein et al., 2011). Moreover, the cognitive processing of faces is greatly impacted
by how the eyes are directed, in contexts ranging from long-term memory (e.g., Mason et al.,
2004) to aesthetic experience (e.g., Chen et al., 2018). But perhaps the clearest example of the
power of the eyes is how they can also influence the processing of other (eye-less) objects in a
scene.

2.2.1

Direct Gaze, Distraction, and Working Memory

One of the most robust effects of the eyes is that direct gaze is distracting. For example, when
discriminating the colors of words in a Stroop task, performance is impaired if the words
are accompanied by faces looking at us (vs. faces with closed eyes; Conty et al., 2010). This
distracting power of eye contact has been demonstrated in a variety of contexts, including simple visual target detection (Senju & Hasegawa, 2005), higher-level reasoning (Glenberg et al.,
1998), language processing (Kajimura & Nomura, 2016), and spatial cognition (Buchananet
al., 2014; Markson & Paterson, 2009). And conversely, looking away from others (e.g., staring at the ceiling) facilitates knowledge retrieval and concept learning in adults (Glenberg et
al., 1998) and children (Doherty-Sneddon et al., 2001; Phelps et al., 2006), and even in atypical
development (Riby et al., 2012).
This influence of direct gaze is especially apparent when considering how eye contact
influences working memory for other objects in a scene. When asked to detect changes between two consecutive arrays of geometric shapes (for example when one shape changes from
a circle to a hexagon), performance is impaired by the presence of (utterly task irrelevant) eyes
looking at us (vs. looking away, or at one of the other shapes; Nie et al., 2018; Wang & Apperly, 2017).
In general, these far-reaching influences of direct gaze on seeing and thinking have been
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taken as a testament to “the special status of eye contact and mutual gaze in social situations”
(Buchanan et al., 2014, p. 5), revealing its power, but also its uniqueness. For example, working memory disruptions have been interpreted to suggest that “the mere presence of direct
gaze automatically calls for processing resources [...], at the expense of any concurrent visual
processing outside the facial area” (Conty et al., 2010, p. 134), and that “although many directional cues might trigger reflexive shifts of attention [...], gaze cues are more strongly [influential to] internal object representations [...], possibly because they access a neural architecture
that is specialized for processing gaze direction” (Nie et al., 2018, p. 93).

2.2.2

The Current Studies: Distracting Eyes, or Distracting Minds?

While this previous work clearly demonstrates the power of perceived eye gaze, here we ask
whether these effects must really be eye-specific. Might they instead reflect responses to a
deeper property that the eyes (but not only the eyes) reliably signal—namely the direction of
other agents’ attention and intentions? Eye gaze predicts which action someone is going to
perform next in a sequence of tasks (Land & Hayhoe, 2001), where their attention is located
in conversations (Foulsham et al., 2010), and which objects they desire (King et al., 2011), etc.
In this way, perhaps the eyes are important because they are informative about others’ minds.
If these effects reflect the “special status of eye contact” as a visual stimulus (Buchanan et al.,
2014, p. 5), as is commonly assumed, then they should obviously require the presence of
eye-like stimuli in the first place. But if these effects instead reflect the perception of others’
minds (e.g., their underlying patterns of attention and intentions), then they should also be
triggered by stimuli that don’t resemble eyes at all, as long as the agents’ attention is signaled
by other means.
Here we directly tested these competing predictions by asking whether the very same
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distracting effects would arise for simple “mouth” stimuli that look nothing like eyes, yet are
readily seen as facing towards or away from the observer—as depicted in Fig. 2.1. In particular, we followed the procedure of Wang and Apperly (2017) exactly, but substituted direct and
averted mouth stimuli (as in Fig. 2.2b) for their direct and averted gaze stimuli (as in Fig. 2.2a).
Would this alternate means of conveying directed attention still impair visual working memory for the other properties of objects in the scene?

A

B

Figure 2.1: Examples of the mouth stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2.

2.3 Experiment 1: Distracting Mouths and Minds

Following Wang and Apperly (2017, Experiment 1a), observers viewed briefly presented pairs
of displays (one after the other) containing direct or averted mouths, and simply had to detect
whether one of the shapes had changed its color or shape between the two presentations.
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2.3.1 Method
Observers
Sixteen members of the Yale community (13 females; average age = 21.00 years, SD = 3.01 years)
participated in exchange for monetary compensation. (This sample size was chosen ahead of
time to exactly match that of Wang & Apperly, 2017.)

Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a Dell 1905FP monitor with a 60-Hz refresh rate, using custom software written in Python with the PsychoPy libraries (Peirce, 2007). Observers sat in a dimly lit
room without restraint approximately 60 cm away from the display, which subtended 34.87°
× 28.21° (with all visual extents reported below computed based on this viewing distance).

Stimuli
The mouths were generated using Blender (version 2.76). Each mouth consisted of a realistic
3D model of human teeth embedded in a sphere and could face one of five directions: straight
ahead (for mouths directed straight at the observer, as in Fig. 2.1b), or oriented 45°, 135°, 225°,
or 315° within the image plane (for mouths directed away from the observer, as in Fig. 2.1a).
The color of the sphere was varied to obtain six different mouths (yellow, orange, pink, purple,
light blue, and green), with white teeth and a red inside.
Displays included either three or four mouths placed in random non-overlapping locations on a white background (each at least 1.32° from the nearest display border), and an
equal number of gray geometric shapes (randomly chosen from a triangle, square, diamond,
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trapezoid, hexagon, and circle), each placed diagonally from a mouth (top-left, top-right,
bottom-left, or bottom-right in an imaginary grid) at a distance randomly jittered between
1.41° and 2.81°. The colors of the mouths and the shapes of the gray geometric figures were
randomly chosen such that no color or shape appeared more than once in any given display.
The mouths in each trial either faced the observer (as in the top panel of Fig. 2.2b; “Directedat-You”) or faced their respective shapes (as in the middle panel of Fig. 2.2b; “Directed-atShapes”)—with the same spatial arrangements, colors, and shapes used in each case.
To construct the displays with changes, each of the initial scenes was modified in two
ways. In Shape changes, a randomly selected geometric shape was replaced with a different
shape (presented in the same location) that was not already present in the display. In Mouth
changes, a randomly selected mouth appeared in a different randomly selected color that was
not already present in the display. The same change was always made to both a Directed-atYou display and its matched Directed-at-Shapes display.
A central black bounding frame (15.37° × 12.60°, drawn with a stroke of .06°) was
present throughout each entire trial to mark the active region of the display, along with two
letter strings that served as reminders for the response key mapping (presented below the
bounding box, with the highest point of the tallest letter 8.08° below the center of the display): “Change” (presented on the left, with its left edge 7.69° from the display’s center) and
“No Change” (presented on the right, with its left edge 3.43° from the display’s center).

Procedure
Each trial began with a central black fixation cross (0.59° × 0.59°) for 1 s, followed by the first
display (13.99° × 11.21°) for 100 ms. After a 900-ms blank interval, a second display was presented and remained visible until a response was made. (Within these displays, the mouths
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each subtended 2.70° × 2.45°, and the shapes each subtended 1.91° × 1.91°—except for the
diamond [2.14° × 2.14°] and the hexagon [2.19° × 1.91°].) Observers were instructed to indicate whether a change had occurred by pressing one of the two arrow keys, and the next trial
started after a 250-ms blank delay following each response.
Observers completed 400 trials: 25 random spatial arrangements × 2 directions of
attention (Directed-at-You, Directed-at-Shapes) × 2 set sizes (3, 4) × 2 possible outcomes
(Change, No Change) × 2 repetitions. These trials were presented in random order, split
into four blocks of 100 trials each, presented in a random block order. Two of the blocks featured shape identity changes, and two featured mouth color changes. The first four trials of
each block were treated as practice trials, data for which were not recorded.

2.3.2 Results and Discussion
We categorized each response as a hit, miss, false alarm, or correct rejection, and then computed d’ (a measure of sensitivity, as distinct from response bias; Green & Swets, 1966) for all
conditions. All observers were within 2 standard deviations of the mean sensitivity in all conditions, and hence all were included in the analyses (following Wang & Apperly, 2017). The
d’ scores for the Directed-at-You and Directed-at-Shapes conditions are depicted in Fig. 2.2b,
and inspection of this figure reveals a reliable impairment in change detection performance
for Directed-at-You versus Directed-at-Shapes displays (1.47 vs. 1.62, t(15) = 2.73, p = .015, d =
.28)—a difference analogous to that observed by Wang and Apperly (2017) using direct versus
averted eye gaze (as depicted in Fig. 2.2a)I . Thus, the impairment of visual working memory
Following Wang and Apperly (2017), we also analyzed our data using a 2 (Mouth Direction) × 2 (Change
Type) × 2 (Set Size) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with change detection sensitivity as the
dependent variable. This yielded a main effect of mouth direction (with changes in Directed-at-You displays
detected less accurately than changes in Directed-at-Shapes displays; F (1, 15) = 4.69, p = .047, η2p = .24), a main
I
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by direct gaze seems not to require gaze, per se, as long as directed attention and intentions
are depicted in other ways.

(A) Eye Gaze

(B) Mouths

(C) Control

Wang & Apperly, 2017
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Figure 2.2: Working memory disruptions caused by eye gaze, mouths, and control stimuli. (a) Sample displays and

results from Experiment 1a of Wang and Apperly (2017). (b) Sample displays and results from Experiment 1. (c) Sample
displays and results from Experiment 2. Error bars reflect 95 % confidence intervals, subtracting out the shared
variance.

effect of change type (with changes to shapes detected less accurately than changes to mouths; F (1, 15) = 42.79,
p < .001, η2p = .74), and a main effect of set size (with changes in displays with four mouths and four shapes
detected less accurately than changes in displays with three mouths and three shapes; F (1, 15) = 121.19, p < .001,
η2p = .89), but no significant interactions (all Fs < 2).
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2.4

Experiment 2: Direct Replication + Non-Agential Control Stimuli

We interpret the results of Experiment 1 in terms of a novel type of mouth-induced social
attention: the mouths themselves viscerally indicated the presence of agents, along with those
agents’ directions of attention and intentions—despite the lack of eyes. However, beyond
any appeal to perceived agency, our mouth stimuli also had a simple visual asymmetry, with
a smaller part of the sphere (i.e., the open mouth) clearly presented either centrally or to one
side. And correspondingly, the Directed-at-You spheres had less visible color than did the
Directed-at-Shapes spheres.
To ensure that our results were due to the perceived agency of the mouths rather than
these lower-level visual properties, we ran a direct replication of Experiment 1, along with
an added between-subjects factor: for half of the observers, the entire mouth region simply
shared the color of the background. As can be appreciated in Fig. 2.2c, this manipulation
eliminated any percept of mouths or agents, while retaining the same differential symmetry
and degree of visible color. We predicted that the results of Experiment 1 would replicate with
mouths, but not with these non-agential control displays.

2.4.1

Method

This experiment was identical to Experiment 1, except as noted here. The sample size was
doubled (to 32; 23 females; average age = 22.09 years, SD = 3.67 years) to maintain the same
number of observers per cell as in both Experiment 1 and Wang and Apperly (2017). Half of
the observers completed a direct replication of Experiment 1, and the other half completed
a replication with control stimuli. Control stimuli were generated using the same criteria as
the mouths, except that (1) they were rendered with a more luminous light source, such that
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the color of the sphere would be uniform (thus effectively removing any depth information),
and (2) the cutout of the sphere (where the teeth were placed in the mouths) was drawn in
solid white (thus effectively removing any trace of the mouth).

2.4.2

Results and Discussion

The average change detection sensitivities for Directed-at-You and Directed-at-Shapes displays are depicted separately for the mouth and control stimuli in Fig. 2.2c. Inspection of this
figure suggests two clear patterns. First, the mouth condition replicated the impairment for
Directed-at-You displays that was observed in Experiment 1. Second, no such effect occurred
for the control stimuli (which, if anything, trended in the opposite direction). These impressions were verified with a 2 (stimulus type: mouths vs. control) × 2 (direction: Directed-atYou vs. Directed-at-Shapes) mixed analysis of variance, which revealed no effect of stimulus
type (F (1, 30) = 0.75, p = .393, η2p = .02), no effect of stimulus direction (F (1, 30) = 1.55, p =
.222, η2p = .05), and—most importantly—a highly reliable interaction between these factors
(F (1, 30) = 6.68, p = .015, η2p = .18). Specific comparisons then confirmed that observers in the
mouth condition were again less sensitive to changes in Directed-at-You displays compared
to changes in Directed-at-Shapes displays (1.15 vs. 1.39, t(15) = 3.25, p = .005, d = .42), but that
no such difference occurred with the control shapes (1.51 vs. 1.43, t(15) = 0.83, p = .420, d =
.11).
Beyond demonstrating the strength and replicability of the primary effect, these results
indicate that the impairment of visual working memory by Directed-at-You mouths is due to
the perception of the mouths as directed agents.
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2.5

General Discussion

The primary result of this study (replicated in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) was extremely clear: visual working memory for the details of displays is impaired not only by the
presence of eyes that are directly looking at you (as in Wang & Apperly, 2017), but also by the
presence of mouths that are directly facing you. (By design, these mouth stimuli themselves
bore no resemblance to eyes—though of course they may have led observers to effectively “fill
in” other features, such as eyes, that are associated with agents.) Critically, this effect seems to
depend on the perceived agency of the mouths, since it vanished with nearly identical control
stimuli that are not perceived as intentional. We conclude that the disruption of visual working memory by direct gaze is not specific to gaze after all: these results reflect not a specific
phenomenon of eye contact, but rather a more general phenomenon of “mind contact.”
Of course, the present study did not attempt to directly compare the magnitudes of the
effects with eyes versus mouths. It is difficult to make predictions about such comparisons
based on previous work, in part because the eyes are typically contrasted with every other part
of the face at once, rather than with other particular features (e.g., Gilad et al., 2009; Itier et
al., 2006). And when the eyes have been directly contrasted with other features (e.g., noses),
these comparisons have typically not been in the context of averted features that may signal
the direction of attention (e.g., Looser & Wheatley, 2010). (Of course, different facial features may be more or less important for communicating other information such as emotion;
e.g., Eisenbarth & Alpers, 2011. But that needn’t have any consequences for whether the eyes
are special in terms of directing or distracting attention and memory.) We suspect, based on
the “mind contact” framework, that comparisons between features such as eyes and mouths
might depend not on these stimulus categories themselves, but rather on how effectively a
given stimulus conveys an agent’s attention or intentions. As a result, many eye stimuli may
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be more effective than many mouth stimuli, but the reverse could also be true in some circumstances. This perspective also suggests that similar effects might be possible with some other
sorts of eyeless stimuli such as pointing fingers—but perhaps not with other non-agential
stimuli, such as arrows.
The current work thus integrates the vast literature on face perception with the still
largely unconnected literature on the perception of animacy and intentionality. The key distinction in these experiments between superficial surface features (i.e., the eyes themselves)
and the deeper properties they signify (i.e., the perceived direction of attention and intentions) was in fact inspired by research demonstrating that even simple (and eye-less) geometric
shapes are readily seen as alive and goal-directed when they move in certain ways (Heider &
Simmel, 1944; Michotte, 1950/1991; for reviews, see Scholl & Gao, 2013; Scholl & Tremoulet,
2000). Just as in the case of eye contact, sensitivity to these simple cues to animacy arises
early in development (e.g., Gergely et al., 1995; Southgate & Csibra, 2009) and has been documented in disparate cultures (Barrett et al., 2005). And interestingly, perceived animacy also
influences a variety of downstream processes such as attention (Gao et al., 2018; Meyerhoff
et al., 2013), spatial memory (van Buren & Scholl, 2017) and visuomotor behavior (Gao et al.,
2010; van Buren et al., 2016). Our results thus add to a growing recognition that our minds
are especially well tuned to extracting intentionality in our surroundings, and they offer a
new perspective on eye contact as a special case of perceived intentionality that we call “mind
contact.”
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3
Gazing without eyes:
A “stare-in-the-crowd” effect
induced by simple geometric shapes

3.1 Abstract

Of all the visual stimuli you can perceive, Of the many effects that eye contact has,
perhaps the most powerful is the stare-in-the-crowd effect, wherein faces are detected more
readily when they look directly toward you. This is commonly attributed to others’ eyes being especially salient visual stimuli, but here we ask whether stares-in-the-crowd might arise
instead from a deeper property that the eyes (but not only the eyes) signify: the direction
of others’ attention and intentions. In fact, even simple geometric shapes can be seen as intentional, as when numerous randomly scattered cones are all consistently pointing at you.
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Accordingly, we show here that cones directed at the observer are detected faster (in fields
of averted cones) than are cones averted away from the observer (in fields of directed cones).
These results suggest that perceived intentionality itself captures attention—and that even in
the absence of eyes, others’ directed attention stands out in a crowd.

3.2 Introduction

One of the most striking things that we can perceive is the direct gaze of another person—
as when we are eating in a restaurant and suddenly notice that someone across the room is
staring right at us (yikes!). Such direct gaze cues have profound influences on many aspects
of our mental lives (for a review see Emery, 2000). For example, we remember people better
when they are looking at us (e.g., Mason et al., 2004); we see faces making eye contact as
more competent (e.g., Wheeler et al., 1979); and faces with direct gaze also elicit increased
mimicry during conversations (e.g., Wang et al., 2011). But perhaps the most fundamental way
in which eye contact influences us is simply that we detect it so readily in the first place: direct
gaze (in contrast to averted gaze) captures our attention (e.g., Böckler et al., 2014; Miyazaki
et al., 2012; Senju & Hasegawa, 2005) from the very first few days of life (e.g., Farroni et al.,
2002), and even when it is not consciously perceived (e.g., Chen & Yeh, 2012; Rothkirch et al.,
2015; Stein et al., 2011).
Perhaps the most powerful demonstration of attention capture by direct gaze is the
stare-in-the-crowd effect, wherein a face staring at the observer (surrounded by faces looking
away) is detected faster than a face looking away (surrounded by faces staring at the observer;
Conty et al., 2006; Doi & Ueda, 2007; Doi et al., 2009; Framorando et al., 2016; Palanica &
Itier, 2011; Shirama, 2012; von Grünau & Anston, 1995; cf. Cooper et al., 2013). This visualsearch advantage for stares has been attributed to “special physiological mechanisms for the
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processing of straight-gaze stimuli” (von Grünau & Anston, 1995, p. 1312) or a “face detection
system [...] using contrast information between the circular dark iris and the white sclera”
(Palanica & Itier, 2011, p. 13).
Direct gaze is important, however, not because of what it signals about the eyes per
se, but because of what it signals about the deeper properties of other agents: where they are
attending, and perhaps what their intentions are. For example, we typically look at people we
are listening to (Foulsham et al., 2010), or objects we desire (King et al., 2011), or the locations
we are about to act on (Ballard et al., 1997). So might the stare-in-the-crowd effect not be
specific to the eyes after all? Might it instead reflect a more general effect on the efficiency of
visual search of a broader class of cues related to agents’ attention and intentions?
Here we employed a standard stare-in-the-crowd task (Senju et al., 2005; Experiment
1), but we replaced the faces with directed cone stimuli that in no way resemble eyes—but
which are nonetheless readily seen as facing toward or away from the observer (see Fig. 3.1a
and b). Of course it might initially seem odd to talk about directed cones as reflecting intentions, since after all one can easily tell from their shapes that they are not biological entities at
all. Nevertheless, we speculate that the coordinated orientations of many such stimuli may
in fact serve as a powerful cue to the presence of agency. Imagine walking down a forest trail
and suddenly noticing that a single tree branch is pointing right at you; this would in no way
signal the presence of an agent, since it could just be a coincidence. (In a dense forest with
many branches, surely some just happen to be pointing at you.) Similarly, imagine that you
come upon some flowers all of whose stems are pointing in the same direction (e.g., toward
the east); this also would not suggest the presence of an agent, since these uniform orientations might just reflect the operation of an external factor (perhaps a strong wind). But
now imagine walking in the forest and suddenly noticing that while all of the branches on
the surrounding trees are pointing in different absolute directions, they are nevertheless all
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pointing directly at you. This sort of stimulus cannot be due to a simple coincidence; such
arrangements thus signal the presence or action of an agent, and have several downstream
effects that are social in nature (e.g., Gao et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2013). (This principle is
especially apparent in the sculptures of the renowned British land artist Andy Goldsworthy,
who re-arranges materials found in natural environments in a way that readily suggests the
presence of a designer; see for examples “Hole covered with small pointed rocks” https://
www.goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk/image/?id=ag_01380&t=1 or “Woven branch circu-

lar arch” https://www.goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk/image/?id=ag_03744&t=1. Indeed, one of the factors that makes such artwork so striking is the stark contrast between the
nonagentic materials and the agentic arrangements.)
Given that coordinated-orientation stimuli may signal the presence of agency, we predicted that such stimuli might also give rise to stare-in-the-crowd effects—despite the absence
of eyes.

3.3

Experiment 1a: Staring Without Eyes?

Following Senju et al. (2005, Experiment 1), observers viewed circular arrays of cones, and
simply had to detect either an averted cone (in a field of directed cones) or a directed cone (in
a field of averted cones), as depicted in Fig. 3.1a and b, respectively.
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Experiments 1a & 1b: Cones
(A) Find Averted

(B) Find Directed

Experiments 2a & 2b: Symmetry Control
(C) Find Asymmetric

(D) Find Symmetric

Experiments 3a & 3b: Contrast Control
(E) Find Lower-contrast (F) Find Higher-contrast

Figure 3.1: Sample displays from Target-Present trials of each experiment. (a) A sample display from Experiments 1a

and 1b in which observers must find an averted target in a field of directed cones. (b) A sample display from
Experiments 1a and 1b in which observers must find a directed target in a field of averted cones. (c) A sample display
from Experiments 2a and 2b in which observers must find an asymmetric target in a field of symmetric poles. (d) A
sample display from Experiments 2a and 2b in which observers must find a symmetric target in a field of asymmetric
poles. (e) A sample display from Experiments 3a and 3b in which observers must find a lower contrast target in a field of
higher contrast pinwheels. (f) A sample display from Experiments 3a and 3b in which observers must find a higher
contrast target in a field of lower contrast pinwheels.
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3.3.1 Method
Observers
Ten members of the Yale community (with an average age of 22.4 years) participated in exchange for monetary compensation. This sample size was determined before data collection
began (arbitrarily rounded up from the sample of eight in Senju et al., 2005) and was fixed to
be identical for each of the four studies reported here.

Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a Dell M992 CRT monitor with a 75 Hz refresh rate, using custom software written in Python with the PsychoPy libraries (Peirce, 2007). Observers sat in
a dimly lit room without restraint approximately 60 cm from the display, which subtended
33.57° × 25.49°; all visual extents reported below were computed based on this viewing distance.

Stimuli and Procedure
Each trial began with a central white fixation cross (0.60° × 0.60°) on a black background for
500 ms, followed by a display depicting an array of gray cones (see Fig. 3.1a and b). Each cone
was rendered in Blender (Blender Foundation, version 2.76) with simulated point lighting
from above and a simulated camera directly in front of it, with the resulting stimuli matched
for mean luminance using the SHINE toolbox in MATLAB (MathWorks, version R2017a).
As depicted in Fig. 3.1a, directed cones thus had their points directly in the middle of their
bounding circular bases, with a three-dimensional appearance due to the simulated lighting.
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These cones were then rotated in Blender such that the resulting Averted stimuli (see Fig.
3.1b) had their points directly on the perimeter of their bounding circular bases. Each display
included either five or nine cones subtending 1.94° × 1.94° each, and arranged on equidistant
points of an imaginary circle (centered in the display) with a diameter of 16.73° (with one of
the cones always present at 45°).
On half of trials, observers searched for an averted cone among directed cones (Find
Averted; Fig. 3.1a), and on the other half of trials they searched for a directed cone among
averted cones (Find Directed; Fig. 3.1b)—with the target present on half of the trials of each
type, and the target absent on the remaining half (i.e., with all cones directed in Find Averted
trials, and all cones averted in Find Directed trials). Observers indicated whether the target
was present or not by pressing one of two keys. Upon response, feedback then appeared on
the screen (“Good job!” or “—”) for 500 ms—and if a response was not made within 1.5s, the
trial ended, and a display appeared (for 5s) reminding them to respond faster. The next trial
then started after a 1 s blank delay.
Following Senju et al. (2005), each observer completed four blocks of trials (2 Target
Orientations [Find Averted, Find Directed] × 2 Averted Directions [left, right]), presented
in a different random order for each observer, and with the relevant target displayed prior to
the beginning of each block. Each block consisted of 40 trials (2 Array Sizes [5/9] × 2 Correct
Responses [present/absent] × 10 Repetitions), presented in a different random order for each
observer. Observers completed four blocks (one of each type) of 20 practice trials each prior
to the start of the experiment (in order to acquaint them with the task, the key mappings, the
time pressure, and all trial types), and they completed eight additional practice trials at the
beginning of each block (to entrain them to the new target)—the data for which were not
recorded.
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3.3.2 Results and Discussion
Trials in which observers failed to respond, responded inaccurately, or responded in less than
100 ms were discarded (with these exclusion criteria adopted directly from Senju et al., 2005).
(This resulted in an average number of analyzed trials of 151.40 out of the possible 160.) As depicted in Fig. 3.2a, responses were faster for Find Directed displays compared to Find Averted
displays (0.64 vs. 0.75 s, t(9) = 3.85, p = .004, d = 0.79). We also categorized each response
(excluding trials in which observers failed to respond) as a hit, miss, false alarm, or correct rejection, and then computed d’ (a measure of sensitivity, as distinct from response bias; Green
& Swets, 1966) for all conditions. As depicted in Fig. 3.2c, sensitivity was higher for Find Directed displays compared to Find Averted displays (3.76 vs. 3.27, t(9) = 2.58, p = .030, d =
0.74). These initial results suggest that the stare-in-the-crowd effect may indeed not be specific to eyes.

3.4 Experiment 1b: Direct Replication

Given the importance of direct replications, we reran the experiment on another group of
10 observers (Mage = 22.1), analyzing an average of 150.70 nonexcluded trials per observer.
As depicted in Fig. 3.2b, responses were again faster for Find Directed (compared to Find
Averted) displays (0.71 vs. 0.79 s, t(9) = 2.46, p = .036, d = 0.68). And as depicted in Fig. 3.2d,
sensitivity was again higher for Find Directed (compared to Find Averted) displays (4.01 vs.
3.28, t(9) = 3.46, p = .007, d = 1.05).
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Figure 3.2: Results from Experiments 1a and 1b. (a) Average response times for Find Averted versus Find Directed

displays in Experiment 1a. (b) Average response times for Find Averted versus Find Directed displays in Experiment 1b.
(c) Sensitivity (measured as d’) for Find Averted versus Find Directed displays in Experiment 1a. (d) Sensitivity
(measured as d’) for Find Averted versus Find Directed displays in Experiment 1b. Error bars reflect 95 % confidence
intervals, subtracting out the shared variance.
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3.5 Experiment 2a: Symmetry Control

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that stare-in-the-crowd effects might occur even for eyeless stimuli that may nevertheless convey a sense of directed attention or intention. However,
our directed and averted stimuli also differed in another way that did not signal agency: might
the directed cones have been more readily detected simply because they were more symmetric?
To find out, we replicated Experiment 1, but now the cones were replaced with stimuli that
retained the same differential symmetry but did not convey any directedness in the first place
(as depicted in Fig. 3.3a).

3.5.1

Method

This experiment was identical to Experiments 1a and 1b, except as noted here. Ten members of
the Yale community (Mage = 19.1) participated in exchange for course credit (with this sample
size chosen to exactly match that of Experiments 1a and 1b). Instead of cones, each stimulus
consisted of a horizontally oriented dark-gray rectangle (2.94° × 1.94°, with a 0.04° white border segmenting it from the darker background), with an inset vertical bar (0.78° wide). The
bar’s center was colored white, with a continuous gradient from light to dark on either side
of this vertical line. (Each bar appeared as a gradient in this way in order to match the sort of
gradual shading and three-dimensional appearance employed in the cones from Experiment
1. Indeed, the extreme shades of this gradient were chosen to exactly the match the lightest
and darkest regions of the cones.) For symmetric stimuli (Fig. 3.3a, bottom), the vertical bar
was horizontally centered in the rectangle; for asymmetric stimuli (Fig. 3.3a, top), the bar was
shifted (either to the left or right) by 0.91°. These displays thus consisted of clearly symmetric
versus asymmetric patterns, but without any sense of directedness as in Experiment 1. (Due
to the gradient of each bar, these stimuli also looked three-dimensional, but instead of a cone
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that was pointing in a specific direction, each bar simply appeared as a kind of vertical pole
viewed through an aperture.)

3.5.2

Results and Discussion

We analyzed an average of 141.00 nonexcluded trials per observer. As depicted in Fig. 3.3b,
responses were faster for Find Asymmetric (compared to Find Symmetric) displays (0.76 vs.
0.93 s, t(9) = 6.29, p < .001, d = 1.87). Critically, this effect was significantly different (and of
course was in the opposite direction) from those of both Experiment 1a (0.11 vs. –0.17 s, t(18)
= 7.14, p < .001, d = 3.19) and Experiment 1b (0.08 vs. –0.17 s, t(18) = 6.00, p < .001, d = 2.68).
Sensitivity (again computed as d’ ) was also higher for Find Asymmetric (compared to Find
Symmetric) displays (3.89 vs. 2.34, t(9) = 6.47, p < .001, d = 2.32). And this effect was also
significantly different (and again in the opposite direction) from those of both Experiment 1a
(–0.48 vs. 1.54, t(18) = 6.68, p < .001, d = 2.99) and Experiment 1b (–0.73 vs. 1.54, t(18) = 7.13,
p < .001, d = 3.19).
These results clearly indicate that the search advantage for directed (vs. averted) cones
in Experiment 1 was unlikely to be due to their differential (a)symmetry. Indeed, if anything
the current results suggest that Experiment 1 may have underestimated the magnitude of the
stare-in-the-crowd effect with cones, since the brute effect of symmetry went so strongly in
the opposite direction.

3.6 Experiment 2b: Direct Replication

Given the importance of direct replications, we reran the experiment on another group of
10 observers (Mage = 19.1), analyzing an average of 143.30 nonexcluded trials per observer. As
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depicted in Fig. 3.3c, responses were again faster for Find Asymmetric (compared to Find
Symmetric) displays (0.73 vs. 0.95 s, t(9) = 5.21, p < .001, d = 2.04). Critically, this effect was
significantly different (and again in the opposite direction) from those of both Experiment 1a
(0.11 vs. –0.23 s, t(18) = 6.47, p < .001, d = 2.89) and Experiment 1b (0.08 vs. –0.23 s, t(18)
= 5.66, p < .001, d = 2.53). Sensitivity (again computed as d’ ) was also again higher for Find
Asymmetric (compared to Find Symmetric) displays (3.96 vs. 2.37, t(9) = 12.26, p < .001, d =
3.01). And this effect was also significantly different (and again in the opposite direction) from
those of both Experiment 1a (–0.48 vs. 1.59, t(18) = 9.10, p < .001, d = 4.07) and Experiment
1b (–0.73 vs. 1.59, t(18) = 9.35, p < .001, d = 4.18).

3.7

Experiment 3a: Contrast Control

The Directed and Averted stimuli employed in Experiment 1 differed not just in their symmetry, but also in their contrast; might the directed cones have been more readily detected
simply because of their higher contrast? To find out, we replicated Experiment 1, but now
the cones were replaced with stimuli that had clearly differential contrast but did not convey
any directedness in the first place, as depicted in Fig. 3.3d.

3.7.1 Method
This experiment was identical to Experiments 1a and 1b, except as noted here. Ten members
of the Yale community (Mage = 21.5) participated (with this sample size chosen to exactly
match that of Experiments 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b). Instead of cones, each stimulus consisted of a
pinwheel (1.94° × 1.94°), subdivided into four light-gray (base width: 0.58°) and four darkgray (base width: 0.86°) alternating wedges (Fig. 3.3d, bottom). For lower contrast stimuli,
a global 0.06° Gaussian blur filter was applied (Fig. 3.3d, top). These displays thus consisted
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Figure 3.3: Stimuli and results from Experiments 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b. (a) Asymmetric and symmetric targets employed in

Experiments 2a and 2b . (b) Average response times for Find Asymmetric versus Find Symmetric displays in Experiment
2a. (c) Average response times for Find Asymmetric versus Find Symmetric displays in Experiment 2b. (d) Lower- and
Higher contrast targets employed in Experiments 3a and 3b. (e) Average response times for Find Lower- versus Find
Higher contrast displays in Experiment 3a. (f) Average response times for Find Lower- versus Find Higher contrast
displays in Experiment 3b. Error bars reflect 95 % confidence intervals, subtracting out the shared variance.
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of clearly higher- versus lower contrast patterns, but without any sense of directedness as in
Experiment 1.

3.7.2 Results and Discussion
We analyzed an average of 131.60 nonexcluded trials per observer. As depicted in Fig. 3.3e,
response times for Find Higher Contrast versus Find Lower Contrast displays did not differ
(0.87 vs. 0.85 s, t(9) = 0.99, p = .349, d = 0.12). Critically, this effect was significantly different from those of both Experiment 1a (0.11 vs. –0.02 s, t(18) = 3.60, p = .002, d = 1.61) and
Experiment 1b (0.08 vs. –0.02 s, t(18) = 2.56, p = .020, d = 1.15). Sensitivity (again computed
as d’ ) also did not differ between Find Higher Contrast and Find Lower Contrast displays
(2.19 vs. 2.60, t(9) = 1.73, p = .117, d = 0.33)—and of course this effect was numerically in the
opposite direction from that in Experiments 1a and 1b. And this effect was also significantly
different from those of both Experiment 1a (–0.48 vs. 0.42, t(18) = 2.95, p = .009, d = 1.32)
and Experiment 1b (–0.73 vs. 0.42, t(18) = 3.59, p = .002, d = 1.60).
These results clearly indicate that the search advantage for directed (vs. averted) cones
in Experiment 1 was unlikely to be due to differential contrast.

3.8

Experiment 3b: Direct Replication

Given the importance of direct replications, we reran the experiment on another group of
10 observers (Mage = 21.4), analyzing an average of 135.30 nonexcluded trials per observer. As
depicted in Fig. 3.3f, responses for Find Higher Contrast versus Find Lower Contrast displays
did not differ (0.86 vs. 0.81 s, t(9) = 1.97, p = .080, d = 0.26)—and this marginal effect was
in the opposite direction from that in Experiment 1 (consistent with the idea that if anything,
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Experiment 1 may have underestimated the effect of perceived intentionality). Critically, this
effect was significantly different from those of both Experiment 1a (0.11 vs. 0.05 s, t(18) = 4.19,
p = .001, d = 1.87) and Experiment 1b (0.08 vs. 0.05 s, t(18) = 3.15, p = .006, d = 1.41). Sensitivity
also did not differ between Find Higher Contrast and Find Lower Contrast displays (2.67 vs.
2.73, t(9) = 0.46, p = .657, d = 0.06). And this effect was also significantly different from
those of both Experiment 1a (–0.48 vs. 0.06, t(18)= 2.34, p = .032, d = 1.05) and Experiment
1b (–0.73 vs. 0.06, t(18) = 3.14, p = .007, d = 1.40).

3.9 General Discussion

This study makes a simple but important point: the stare-in-the-crowd effect obtains not
only with faces and eyes (as has been demonstrated in dozens of previous experiments) but
also with directed cone shapes that appear to be facing you. (And since the effect vanished—
or even reversed—with the control stimuli in both Experiments 2 and 3, it seems unlikely
that this effect could merely reflect an influence of differential symmetry or contrast.) These
cone stimuli are radically different from faces at the level of superficial visual features—and
of course they are entirely eye-less, by design. But they nevertheless have one critical property
in common: because of their coordinated orientations, the cones may also convey a sense of
directed attention and intention. Accordingly, we conclude that the advantage of direct stares
in visual search is not specific to eyes after all: it can also arise with staring shapesI . And this
kind of empirical pattern might itself generalize even beyond visual search and the stare-inthe-crowd effect. Indeed, we may have been incorrectly limiting the scope of a much wider
I

Of course, it is also possible that these results could reflect an entirely new and different effect, with no
connection to gaze, but this would require positing an entirely new and unmotivated mechanism (which seems
less parsimonious)—whereas the framework we are suggesting posits that the current effect and the traditional
‘stare-in-the-crowd’ effect with eyes are one and the same phenomenon.
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class of effects to only eye contact, when in fact they also generalize to other types of intentional
cues. Based on the present results, for example, we suspect that effects of direct eye gaze on
cognitive control (Conty et al., 2010) and working memory (Wang & Apperly, 2017) might
similarly also arise with directed (but eye-less) shapes (for an example, see Colombatto et al.,
2019). In other words, all of these kinds of effects of direct eye contact might instead reflect a
more general phenomenon of mind contact.
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4
Gaze deflection
reveals how gaze cueing is tuned
to extract the mind behind the eyes

4.1

Abstract

Suppose you are surreptitiously looking at someone, and then when they catch
you staring at them, you immediately turn away. This is a social phenomenon that almost
everyone experiences occasionally. In such experiences—which we will call gaze deflection—
the “deflected” gaze is not directed at anything in particular but simply away from the other
person. As such, this is a rare instance where we may turn to look in a direction without intending to look there specifically. Here we show that gaze cues are markedly less effective at
orienting an observer’s attention when they are seen as deflected in this way—even control47

ling for low-level visual properties. We conclude that gaze cueing is a sophisticated mental
phenomenon: It is not merely driven by perceived eye or head motions but is rather well
tuned to extract the “mind” behind the eyes.

4.2

Significance

We report an empirical study of gaze deflection—a common experience in which you turn
to look in a different direction when someone “catches” you staring at them. We show that
gaze cueing (the automatic orienting of attention to locations at which others are looking) is
far weaker for such displays, even when the actual eye and head movements are identical to
more typical intentional gazes. This demonstrates how gaze cueing is driven by the perception of minds, not eyes, and it serves as a case study of both how social dynamics can shape
visual attention in a sophisticated manner and how vision science can contribute to our understanding of common social phenomena.

4.3 Introduction

One of the most important events we perceive in our daily lives is when a nearby agent shifts
their attention, e.g., turning suddenly to look in a different direction. Indeed, our visual
system is especially sensitive to where others are looking, as demonstrated by many previous
studies of gaze shifting (for a review see Emery, 2000), and these events are so salient that
we have an automatic tendency to look in the direction that others are looking (Milgram,
Bickman, & Berkowitz, 1969). This gives rise to the phenomenon of gaze cueing: In a display
with two potential target locations flanking a face, for example, observers are faster and more
accurate at identifying targets that appear where the face is looking (e.g., Driver et al., 1999;
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Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; for a review, see Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007). This sort of
gaze cueing is triggered not just when viewing eyes but also when viewing simple head turns
(Langton & Bruce, 2000; see also Langton, Watt, & Bruce, 2000).
Why are such gaze shifts so powerful? They might be driven simply by the salient motions of the eyes and heads themselves. But another possibility is that they are driven by the
higher-level perception that an agent has shifted their attention or intentions. Exploring these
possibilities requires a stimulus in which these factors diverge, which may seem unusual; after
all, we usually look toward the objects that are the focus of our intentions (Krajbich, Armel,
& Rangel, 2010). But there is one relatively common (though previously unstudied) social
phenomenon in which a gaze shift may not actually signal an intention to look at the second
location. This occurs in what we will call gaze deflection—when you are surreptitiously looking at someone but then suddenly look away (perhaps toward a second person) when the first
person catches you staring at them. Here the intention is not to look at the second person,
but only away from the first person.
Do such “deflected” gazes still drive gaze cueing? In five experiments (including direct replications), we showed each observer an animation with three actorsI either exhibiting
gaze deflection (deflection animations) or performing identical movements, except now temporally reordered, such that impressions of gaze deflection were eliminated and all gaze shifts
were seen as intentionally directed at their new locations (control animations). In Experiment
1a, each animation (depicted in Fig. 4.1 and also online at http://www.yale.edu/perception/gazedeflection/) began with a central person (A) turning to look at the rightmost person (B; the
“first” gaze, seen as directed). In deflection animations, B turned her head to face A, who
then (exhibiting gaze deflection) immediately turned to look in the other direction, thus facI

In fact, the people in the videos were the paper’s authors—but for reasons of agreed- upon differences in
photogenic fitness, one of the authors was included twice, and one was eliminated altogether.
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ing a third person (C; the “second” gaze, seen as deflected). In control animations, shortly
after turning to look at B, A instead spontaneously (i.e., without B “catching” her staring)
turned to look toward C (the second gaze, now seen as directed). Only then did B turn her
head toward A. To measure how observers’ attention varied in response to the deflection vs.
control animations, we presented a single target letter along the direction of A’s gaze during
either the first gaze (early targets; depicted in Fig. 4.2a) or second gaze (late targets; depicted
in Fig. 4.2b). This same design was then employed in Experiment 1b (a direct replication of
Experiment 1a).
Next, we ruled out two classes of potential confounding factors, pertaining to temporal differences (Experiment 2) and spatial differences (Experiments 3a and 3b) in the animations employed in the original experiments. In Experiment 2, we explored the role of
temporal factors: Whereas the deflection vs. control animations in Experiments 1a and 1b
featured different numbers of head turns (and differential delays) before the late target was
presented, these temporal factors were now equated (as depicted in Supplementary Fig. 4.3).
This experiment also served as a conceptual replication of Experiments 1a and 1b since they
featured different videos, now of actors facing toward the camera so that their eyes were fully
visible (as in Fig. 4.2d and 4.2e).
Finally, we explored the role of spatial factors: In Experiment 2, deflection animations
ended with both actors looking toward the target location (as in Fig. 4.2d), while control
animations ended with one of the actors looking forward (as in Fig. 4.2e). To ensure that these
differing spatial configurations could not explain the observed differences between deflected
and control animations, Experiment 3a (and Experiment 3b, its direct replication) retained
these final tableaus from Experiment 2 but eliminated the preceding motions which led to
the perception of deflected vs. directed gazes in the first place (as depicted in Supplementary
Fig. 4.4).
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Deflection Animations Control Animations
0s
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C

A

B

C

A looks at B

A

B

A looks at B
3.5 s

3.5 s

Early Target (Directed Gaze)

Early Target (Directed Gaze)

4.4 s

4.4 s

B ‘catches’ A
7.2 s

A turns away from B

A looks at C

7.5 s

7.5 s

Late Target (Deflected Gaze)

Late Target (Directed Gaze)

8.4 s

8.4 s

B looks at A
end: 8.6 s

8.8 s

end: 10.3 s
Figure 4.1: A schematic depiction of the animations observers viewed in Experiments 1a and 1b.
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4.4

Results

The average discrimination accuracy for early and late targets in Experiment 1a is depicted separately for deflection and control animations in Fig. 4.2c. Inspection of this figure suggests
two clear patterns of results: 1) In the deflection animations, letter discrimination accuracy
was higher for first gazes (seen as directed) compared to second gazes (seen as deflected), but 2)
this bias was not present in the control animations (when both gazes were directed). These impressions were confirmed by the following analyses. The proportions of correct responses for
early and late targets were compared using a two-proportion z test in deflection and control
animations, respectively. There was a significant difference between first and second gazes in
the deflection animations (87.0 vs. 71.0 %; z = 2.78, p = 0.005, Cohen’s h = 0.40) but not in
control animations (74.0 vs. 80.0 %; z = 1.01, p = 0.313, h = 0.14). And the difference between
these differences (i.e., the interaction effect) was also highly reliable (z = 2.66, p = 0.008).
Thus, the gaze cueing effect is greatly reduced when the gaze is deflected, even when
the actual head motion is identical. These effects were directly replicated in Experiment 1b:
there was a significant difference between early and late targets in deflection animations (86.0
vs. 70.0 %; z = 2.73, p = 0.006, h = 0.39) but not in control animations (74.0 vs. 76.0 %; z
= 0.33, p = 0.744, h = 0.05), and the difference between these differences was also significant
(z = 2.12, p = 0.034). And in Experiment 2, gaze cueing was once again greatly reduced when
the gaze was deflected (61.0 vs. 71.0 %; z = 2.11, p = 0.035, h = 0.21; see Fig. 4.2f)—despite the
identical timing of head turns, even with fully visible eyes.
Experiment 3a retained only the final tableaus from Experiment 2. Now, with the elimination of the preceding head turns (that yielded impressions of gaze deflection), there was no
difference between the deflection-frame and control-frame conditions. Indeed, if anything,
there was a trend in the opposite direction: Accuracy was greater with final tableaus from
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deflection animations compared to those from control animations (54.0 vs. 48.0 %; z = 1.20,
p = 0.230, h = 0.12; see Fig. 4.2f). And crucially, there was a reliable interaction with target
accuracy from Experiment 2 (z = 2.32, p = 0.020), thus demonstrating that the final spatial
configurations alone cannot be responsible for the gaze deflection effect. These effects were
directly replicated in Experiment 3b: accuracy was again trending in the opposite direction,
with better performance for final tableaus from deflection compared to control animations
(55.0 vs. 45.5 %; z = 1.90, p = 0.057, h = 0.19), and the interaction again revealed that this was
different from the gaze deflection effect observed in Experiment 2 (z = 2.83, p = 0.005).

4.5

Discussion

The current study exploits the phenomenon that we have called gaze deflection. This is a
familiar (perhaps all too familiar) social phenomenon from everyday life, whereas most studies of gaze cueing use either static images of isolated faces or short video clips in which eye
movements are divorced from their context (such that the agents in most such experiments
are not actually looking at anything; see Langton, 2009). The results were clear and powerful:
even when tested in only a single trial per observer, eye and head movements were much less
effective at cueing attention when they were seen as deflected and thus dissociated from the
actual direction of intention.
These effects seemed to reflect the social significance of gaze deflection, rather than
any lower-level properties. In particular, they did not reflect differences in the timing of head
turns since these were equated in Experiment 2. And they also cannot be explained by traditional gaze cueing mechanisms to the differing spatial configurations. When multiple people
turn to look in the same direction (as in Fig. 4.2d), gaze cueing is typically amplified (e.g.,
Gallup et al., 2012), and such “pooling” effects are particularly strong in the context of actual
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Figure 4.2: Stimuli and results from Experiments 1a, 2, and 3a. (a and b) Examples of the stimuli used in the letter

discrimination task from Experiments 1a and 1b, including the early target (a) and late target (b). (c) Average accuracy
in the letter discrimination task for early vs. late targets in Experiment 1a. Accuracy was impaired for late targets
(relative to early targets) in deflection animations but not in control animations (where both gazes were seen as
directed since there was no gaze deflection). (d and e) Examples of the stimuli used in the letter identification task from
Experiment 2 in both the deflection animation (d) and the control animation (e). (f) Average accuracy in the letter
identification task for deflection vs. control animations in Experiment 2 and for deflection vs. control configurations in
Experiment 3a. Accuracy was impaired for targets (relative to control animations) in deflection animations, but only
when presented as dynamic animations (Experiment 2) and not when presented as static frames (thus eliminating
impressions of gaze deflection; Experiment 3a). Error bars indicate 95 % CIs.
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head turns as we used in the present studies (as opposed to mere eye movements; e.g., Florey
et al., 2016). This sort of group-wide gaze cueing remains powerful even when people are
looking directly to the right or left (Sun et al., 2017), and attention is not cued in such configurations to the space between multiple people who are gazing in the same direction (Vestner
et al., 2019). Accordingly, we also demonstrated directly (in Experiments 3a and 3b) that such
spatial configurations do not yield such differences in the absence of the head turns and eye
movements that give rise to the perception of gaze deflection.
The phenomenon of gaze deflection, with its dissociation between the perceived direction of gaze and the perceived direction of intention, provides unique insights into recent
debates on the relative contribution of visual cues and mental states to social attention (for
a recent review, see Capozzi & Ristic, 2020). It has long been assumed that gaze cueing is
driven by the visual cue of eye gaze alone (Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Kingstone et al., 2019).
Building on other recent work uncovering humans’ remarkable ability to construct rich models of others’ attentional states (e.g., Guterstam et al., 2019), the current results use a familiar
social phenomenon to directly demonstrate that cueing of attention is especially tuned to the
perceived attentional states of others and less so to brute visual cues. Attention, in this sense,
seems tuned not to follow the eyes, but rather to follow the mind behind the gaze.

4.6

4.6.1

Methods and Materials

Participants

For each experiment, 400 observers were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk;
Experiment 1a: 244 females, Mage [the participants’ mean age] = 36.96; Experiment 1b: 242
females, Mage = 35.77; Experiment 2: 203 females, Mage = 34.40; Experiment 3a: 187 females,
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Mage = 36.21; Experiment 3b: 194 females, Mage = 34.67), and each completed a single trial
in a 2- to 5-min session in exchange for monetary compensation. (For a discussion of this
pool’s nature and reliability, see Crump, McDonnell, & Gureckis, 2013). All observers were
in the United States, had an MTurk task approval rate of at least 80 %, and had previously
completed at least 50 MTurk tasks.) This sample size was determined arbitrarily before data
collection began and was fixed to be identical in each of the three experiments reported here.
All experimental methods and procedures were approved by the Yale University Institutional
Review Board, and all observers confirmed that they had read and understood a consent form
outlining their risks, benefits, compensation, and confidentiality and that they agreed to participate in the experiment.

4.6.2

Apparatus

After agreeing to participate, observers were redirected to a website where stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled via custom software written in HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
and PHP. (Since the experiment was rendered on observers’ own web browsers, viewing distance, screen size, and display resolutions could vary dramatically, so we report stimulus dimensions below using pixel [px] values.)

4.6.3

Stimuli and Design

Experiments 1a and 1b
As depicted in the sample screenshots in Fig. 4.1, observers viewed an animation (1,202 × 297
px) centered in their browser window including a gray (hexadecimal color code #605D5D)
3 px frame on a dark gray (#404040) background. Three people were viewed from behind,
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on a background wall (approximately #CFCBC4). The three people were sitting in front of
laptops and typing sounds played throughout the animation. The people initially looked
straight ahead, with the timings of the movements described below reported with respect to
the beginning of the animation.
In the deflection animations, the central person turned her head (at 3.5 s) toward the
rightmost person (the first gaze, seen as directed) and then seemed to stare at her. At 7.2 s,
the rightmost person turned her head to face the middle person, who then (exhibiting gaze
deflection) immediately (at 7.5 s) turned to look in the other direction, thus facing the leftmost person (the second gaze, seen as deflected). (The leftmost person looked straight ahead
throughout the animation.) The final tableau was then visible for an additional 1.1 s (i.e., until 8.6 s), at which point it disappeared. In the control animations, the central person again
turned her head (at 3.5 s) toward the rightmost person (the first gaze, again seen as directed)
and then seemed to stare at her. At 7.5 s (without having been caught), the central person
then turned to look in the other direction, thus facing the leftmost person (the second gaze,
also now seen as directed). Only after this (at 8.8 s) did the rightmost person turn her head
toward the central person. The final tableau was then visible for an additional 1.5 s (i.e., until
10.3 s), at which point it disappeared. (Once again, the leftmost person looked straight ahead
throughout the animation.)
Each observer viewed a target letter presented for 0.13 s on the background between
the people (roughly in line with their eyes) while the animation was playing. This target was
a gray (#9C9892) “T” or “L” (presented in Helvetica, roughly 20 × 30 px). Targets presented
during first gazes (early targets; depicted in Fig. 4.2a) were presented between the middle
and rightmost people (centered at 788 px from the image’s left border) along the direction of
gaze (centered at 143 px from the image’s top border) 0.1 s after the middle person finished
turning her head toward the rightmost person (at 4.4 s). Targets presented during second
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gazes (late targets; depicted in Fig. 4.2b) were presented between the middle and leftmost
people (centered at 408 px from the image’s left border) along the direction of gaze (centered
at 143 px from the image’s top border) 0.1 s after the middle person finished turning her head
toward the leftmost person (at 8.4 s).
In the actual animations that observers viewed, the identities of the leftmost and rightmost people were counterbalanced, using the identical stimuli. In fact, since the leftmost
person never turned her head, only two initial movies were filmed, but the leftmost person in
each movie was the first static frame of the rightmost person from the other movie. (Given the
uniformly lit wall in the background, this frame was added into the animation without any
obvious segmentation cue, such that it appeared to be an animation of three separate people, as depicted in Fig. 4.1.) The two resulting animations were qualitatively identical, but
because they were constructed from two separately filmed movies, their timing was slightly
different. In particular, compared to the timing of the first pair of animations (as described
above), the second movie’s key events occurred at the following time stamps: 1) The middle
person turned to the right at 3.7 s. 2) In the deflection animations, the rightmost person then
turned to the left at 7.2 s. 3) In the deflection animations, the middle person turned to the
left at 7.6 s. 4) In the control animations, the middle person turned to the left at 7.6 s. 5) In
the control animations, the rightmost person looked to the left at 9.0 s. 6) Targets presented
during first gazes appeared at 5.4 s. 7) Targets presented during second gazes appeared at 8.4
s.
The design described above resulted in a total of 16 animations: 2 target timings (early/late)
× 2 target identities (L/T) × 2 orders of head movements (deflection/control) × 2 identities
for the rightmost vs. leftmost people, and each was viewed by 25 unique observers.
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Experiment 2
Observers viewed a silent animation (1,000 × 298 px) including a gray (#5F5D5B) 6 px frame
and featuring two people viewed from the front on a background wall (approximately #DFDFD7).
In the deflection animation, the left person turned her head (at 2.0 s) toward the right
person and then seemed to stare at her. At 4.0 s, the right (i.e., stared-at) person turned
her head to face the left person, who then (exhibiting gaze deflection) immediately (at 4.8 s)
turned to look in the other direction. The final tableau was then visible for an additional 0.7
s (i.e., until 6.0 s), at which point it disappeared. In the control animation, the right person
was facing to her left in the beginning, and at 2.0 s she turned to face straight ahead. At 4.0 s,
the left person turned her head toward the right person to stare at her and then immediately
(at 4.8 s) turned to look in the other direction. (Since the right person was facing her laptop
during these movements, this shift now appeared to be intentional rather than deflected.)
The final tableau was then visible for an additional 0.7 s (i.e., until 6.0 s), at which point it
disappeared.
A target letter was presented to the left of the left person (centered at 130 px from the
image’s left border) 0.1 s after the left person finished turning her head toward her right (and
the observer’s left) along the direction of gaze (centered at 283 px from the image’s top border).
This target (a gray #B1B0A7 T, presented in Helvetica, roughly 38 × 46 px) gradually faded
in over the course of 0.20 s, remained visible for 0.10 s, and gradually faded out for another
0.20 s. There were thus two animations corresponding to two orders of eye/head motions
(deflection/control), and each was viewed by 200 unique observers.
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Experiments 3a and 3b
These experiments were identical to Experiment 2, except as noted here. Observers viewed
the final 0.7 s of the animations (which consisted of only static frames) from Experiment 2
(cropped to hide the laptop logos, 1,000 × 268 px). In deflection frames, both people were
thus facing to the left (as in Fig. 4.2d), and in control frames, the left person was facing to the
left, while the right person was facing ahead (as in Fig. 4.2e). The target letter (#000000) was
again presented to the left of the left person and began fading in as the animation began. The
animation ended 0.2 s after the target faded out, at 0.7 s. There were thus two animations corresponding to two head directions (deflection/control frames), and for half of the observers
(counterbalanced across conditions), the videos were horizontally flipped, for a total of four
animations, each viewed by 100 unique observers.

4.6.4

Procedure

Each observer was instructed to watch a single animation as closely as possible, as it would be
displayed only once. Observers viewed the animation (which started playing automatically
after 0.5 s in Experiments 1a and 1b, upon a keypress in Experiment 2, and upon a keypress
and after a 1 s “Get Ready” message in Experiments 3a and 3b). In Experiments 1a and 1b, immediately after the animation ended (and disappeared), observers were asked three questions
(only one of which was visible at a time): 1) whether they had seen a letter appear during
the animation, 2) whether it was a “T” or an “L” (and to guess if they did not know), and
3) how confident they were in their response (on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 labeled “Not at all”
and 7 labeled “Entirely”). In Experiment 2, observers were asked two questions (only one of
which was visible at a time): 1) whether they had seen a letter appear during the animation
and 2) which letter they saw (A to Z; and to guess if they did not know). In Experiments 3a
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and 3b, observers were asked only one question: which letter they saw (A to Z; and to guess
if they did not know). In all experiments, they then also answered questions that allowed
us to exclude (with replacement) observers who guessed the purpose of the experiment (e.g.,
mentioning gaze following; n = 27, 10, 25, 15, and 7 in Experiments 1a, 1b, 2, 3a, and 3b respectively), who interrupted the experiment (n = 16, 9, 21, 55, 54), who did not view the video “in
full view” (n = 95, 49, 9, 11, 11), who reported past participation in a similar study (n = 4, 8, 24,
46, 45), who encountered any problems (n = 19, 7, 4, 3, 2), or who failed to answer our questions sensibly (n = 7, 2, 24, 49, 32; e.g., responding to our question about the experiment’s
purpose by writing “i cant see”). In Experiments 2, 3a, and 3b, we also removed observers
who entered anything other than a single letter in response to the letter identification question (e.g., “jjhhgkjk”; n = 2, 17, 9). The resulting unique excluded observers (some of whom
triggered multiple criteria; n = 142, 70, 79, 101, 96) were replaced without us ever analyzing
their data. (The relatively high exclusion rate for observers who reported not watching the
video in full view in Experiments 1a and 1b may be due to observers misunderstanding our
poorly worded question as involving whether the people in the videos—and not the videos
themselves—were in full view. In fact, the video depicted only the upper bodies of the people, as in Fig. 4.1. When this question was replaced by directly measuring the size of observers’
browser windows in Experiments 2, 3a, and 3b and comparing it to the size of the animation,
only 9, 11, and 11 observers were excluded.)
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Figure 4.3: A schematic depiction of the animations observers viewed in Experiment 2.
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Figure 4.4: A schematic depiction of the frames observers viewed in Experiments 3a and 3b.
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5
Unconscious pupillometry:
An effect of ‘attentional contagion’
in the absence of visual awareness

5.1

Abstract

When looking at other people, we can readily tell how attentive (or distracted) they are. Some cues to this are fairly obvious (as when someone stares intensely
at you), but others seem more subtle. For example, increased cognitive load or emotional
arousal causes one’s pupils to dilate. This phenomenon is frequently employed as a physiological measure of arousal, in studies of pupillometry. Here, in contrast, we employ it as a
stimulus for social perception. Might the human visual system be naturally and automatically
engaging in ‘unconscious pupillometry’? Here we demonstrate that faces rendered invisible
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(through continuous flash suppression) enter awareness faster when their pupils are dilated.
This cannot be explained by appeal to differential contrast, differential attractiveness, or spatial attentional biases, and the effect vanishes when the identical stimuli are presented in socially meaningless ways (e.g., as shirt buttons or facial moles). These results demonstrate that
pupil dilation is prioritized in visual processing even outside the focus of conscious awareness,
in a form of unconscious ‘attentional contagion’.

5.2

Introduction

A critical task for vision is determining what we should attend to, in what might otherwise
be an overwhelming stream of sensory input. Often, of course, we simply make voluntary
decisions about what to focus on. But attention is also more automatically attracted to certain
categories of stimuli—especially other people (e.g., New et al., 2007; Ro et al., 2001). This
may be an adaptive bias, insofar as other people are more likely than most other stimuli (e.g.,
trees or clouds) to act in a way that may directly impact our fitness. But this is not equally
true for all people: those who are actively attending (especially to us) may be much more likely
to immediately influence our welfare, compared to people who are inattentive—and in fact,
people spend a rather amazing amount of time being distracted (Killingsworth & Gilbert,
2010) or focusing internally rather than externally (Chun et al., 2011).
So how can we tell whether someone is attentive or distracted? Some of the cues seem
obvious—as when someone turns to look in a particular direction (e.g., Milgram et al., 1969),
is looking directly at us (von Grünau & Anston, 1995), or stops blinking or moving their eyes
(e.g., Reichle et al., 2010; Smilek et al., 2010). But other cues seem more subtle. Perhaps the
best example of this is pupil size: our pupils dilate when we are attentionally engaged—e.g.,
as the result of heightened interest (Hess & Polt, 1960), increased cognitive load (Kahneman
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& Beatty, 1966), emotional arousal (Bradshaw, 1967), or uncertainty (Lavín et al., 2014). Indeed, pupils dilate obligatorily upon excitation of the nervous system (Applegate et al., 1983;
Reimer et al., 2016), and even unbeknownst to the subject (Prochazkova & Kret, 2017), thus
rendering observers unable to control their own pupil size (e.g., Laeng & Sulutvedt, 2014)—
which in turn makes this an especially honest and reliable signal of one’s attentional state. As
a result, this cue has been used in hundreds of recent studies (of everything from memory
and decision making to language and emotion), in experiments employing pupillometry (for
reviews, see Binda & Murray, 2015; Laeng et al., 2012; Sirois & Brisson, 2014).
An extensive body of research has thus employed pupil size as a dependent measure.
Here, in contrast, we employ it as a stimulus for social perception. If the apprehension of
pupil size is so helpful to scientists, might it be similarly helpful to us in everyday life? Might
the human visual system be naturally and automatically engaging in ‘unconscious pupillometry’? Past work has shown that when viewing faces, pupil dilation influences neural processing even when observers do not notice such differences: faces with dilated pupils, for example,
elicit greater amygdala activity (Amemiya & Ohtomo, 2012; Demos et al., 2008), though this
phenomenon is not always observed (see Harrison et al., 2006). But might the detection of
others’ pupil size also influence awareness and behavior, even when we are not conscious of
faces (much less eyes or pupils) in the first place? Here, in what is to our knowledge the first
investigation of the perception of pupil size in social vision, we asked whether dilated pupils
are automatically prioritized in visual processing, even outside of conscious awareness.

5.3 Experiment 1: Pupils vs. Buttons

Observers viewed displays featuring faces whose pupils were artificially dilated or constricted,
as depicted in Fig. 5.1a. We used continuous flash suppression (CFS; Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005;
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Figure 5.1: Stimuli from Experiments 1, 2, and 3. (a) Sample face with Constricted and Dilated pupils used in

Experiments 1 and 2. (b) Sample face with Constricted and Dilated buttons used in Experiment 1. (c) Sample face with
Constricted and Dilated moles used in Experiment 3.

for a review, see Stein, 2019) to render these faces invisible, and measured the time they took
to break through interocular suppression (Fig. 5.2a). To ensure that any difference between
dilated and constricted pupils was due to the perception of others’ attention, per se (rather
than to lower-level physical differences between the stimuli), we employed a control condition in which the same physical manipulation (i.e., large vs. small black dots) was applied to
identical stimuli that lacked social significance: buttons on the actors’ shirts (as depicted in
Fig. 5.1b). And additional features of the experimental design further ruled out explanations
that appeal to differences in contrast or spatial attentional biases.
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5.3.1

Method

Observers
Thirty members of the Yale/New Haven community (21 females; average age = 21.93 years,
SD = 3.99 years) participated in exchange for course credit or monetary compensation. Since
to our knowledge no previous studies have employed pupil size in measures of visual awareness, this sample size was determined arbitrarily—but this was done before data collection
began, was preregistered, and was fixed to be identical in both of the pupil-dilation experiments reported here. An additional two observers whose average accuracy was below 80 %
were removed from further analyses and replaced, per the preregistered exclusion criteria. All
experimental methods and procedures were approved by the Yale University Institutional
Review Board.

Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a Dell 2208WFPT monitor with a 60 Hz refresh rate, using custom
software written in Python with the PsychoPy libraries (Peirce et al., 2019). Observers placed
their head in a chinrest and viewed the display through a custom-made mirror haploscope.
The display was 90cm away, and subtended approximately 29.51° × 18.68° (with all extents
reported below based on this distance).

Stimuli
As in the example depicted in Fig. 5.1, photographs of four individuals (2 males and 2 females)
were taken and each was further modified according to the following procedure: the back-
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ground was removed, the silhouette was feathered, the iris was lightened and/or pigmented
(e.g., blue or green), and the shirt color was modified to roughly match the iris color. The
pupils were then manipulated to be small (approximately 0.05° × 0.05°), medium (approximately 0.09° × 0.09°), or large (approximately 0.13° × 0.13°). The ensemble of the two pupils
was then rotated 90° and pasted on the shirt to create buttons of the same size. As a result, several different versions of these images were created featuring (1) medium pupils with medium
buttons, (2) small pupils with medium buttons, (3) large pupils with medium buttons, (4)
medium pupils with small buttons, and (5) medium pupils with large buttons (see Fig. 5.1a
and Fig. 5.1b). (For additional sample stimuli, see the online Supplementary Data.)
The functional part of the display consisted of two vertically centered 11.99° × 15.87°
regions centered 7.53° to the left and right of the screen center. Each had a gray (#6E6E6E)
background and a centered fixation dot (radius = 0.32°) with a black (#000000) inside and a
red (#C72819) outline (stroke width = 0.14°), and was surrounded by a frame filled with static
noise to support binocular alignment (0.81° stroke), and an outer red border (#C72819; 0.09°
stroke).
Eighty Mondrian masks were created, each consisting of 1500 circles positioned randomly within the left-hand region (as depicted in Fig. 5.2a), each with a different radius (randomly selected from 0.18° to 1.26°) and color (randomly selected between white [#FFFFFF],
yellow [#FFFF00], fuchsia [#FF00FF], red [#FF0000], lime [#00FF00], aqua [#00FFFF],
blue [#0000FF], and black [#000000]).

Procedure
At the beginning of each trial, observers saw the frames and fixation dots, and (if necessary)
adjusted the haploscope mirrors until the left and right regions were binocularly fused. They
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then pressed a key to start the trial, after which the Mondrian masks immediately began flashing at 10 Hz on a randomly selected side. The face (7.18° × 6.87°, 7.18° × 7.01°, 7.18° × 7.15°,
or 7.18° × 7.22°) was shown on the other side (horizontally centered within the frame and vertically displaced 4.22° either above or below the center of the frame), with its opacity linearly
increased from 0 % to its maximum opacity over the course of the first second. As soon as
observers saw any part of the image emerge into their awareness, they immediately indicated
its position with respect to the fixation dot by pressing either the up or down arrow key. The
trial ended after a response, or after 8 s had elapsed—at which point the next trial immediately
began.

Design
Observers completed 2 blocks of 96 trials each (2 sizes [small/large] × 2 items [pupils/buttons]
× 2 positions within the frames [up/down] × 4 identities × 3 repetitions), for a total of 192
trials. The trial order was randomized for each observer, and there were four self-paced breaks
evenly spaced throughout the experiment. The experimental trials were preceded by 16 trials
featuring different stimuli (license plates). The first 4 were practice trials, the results of which
were not recorded. The remaining 12 functioned as a pre-test: observers were excluded from
moving on to the experimental trials if their accuracy was below 75 % or if their average reaction time was below 1.0 s. Following these 16 practice trials, observers completed a staircasing
procedure aimed at determining their optimal fade-in opacity. These trials featured the same
faces as in the main experiment, but with medium-sized pupils and buttons. The opacity
was initially 50 %, and was updated on each trial (in steps of 20 %, 10 %, 10 %, and 5 %) until
observers responded accurately and within 3 s on 2 of the last 4 trials.
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5.3.2

Results and Discussion

Trials were removed from further analyses according to the following preregistered criteria: (1)
missed (4.97/192 on average); (2) inaccurate (3.33/192 on average); and (3) more than 2 standard deviations away from each observer’s mean (9.83/192 on average). The average breakthrough times for small and large items are depicted in Fig. 5.2b, separately for pupils and
buttons. Inspection of this figure reveals that breakthrough times were faster for large vs.
small pupils, but not for large vs. small buttons. Statistical analyses confirmed a reliable difference between large and small pupils (2.38 vs. 2.47 s, t(29) = 2.50, p = .018, dz = 0.46), no
difference between large and small buttons (2.50 vs. 2.48 s, t(29) = 0.70, p = .490, dz = 0.13),
and a reliable interaction (t(29) = 2.45, p = .020, dz = 0.45). Thus, faces with dilated pupils
enter awareness faster than faces with constricted pupils, and this difference vanishes when
the same stimuli are presented in a socially meaningless way (as shirt buttons).

5.4

Experiment 2: Pupil Dilation and Attractiveness?

The effects obtained in Experiment 1 demonstrate that faces with dilated pupils gain preferential access into visual awareness, even controlling for lower-level visual factors. Although
we were motivated to test such effects by the well-established connection between pupil dilation and heightened attention, past work has also uncovered links between dilated pupils
and other overt social impressions. Perhaps most notoriously, pupil dilation has been associated with perceived attractiveness: adult male observers have been reported to judge female
faces to be more attractive when their pupils are dilated (Gründl et al., 2012; Hess, 1965, 1975;
for a review, see Laeng & Alnæs, 2019). Might the prioritization for faces with dilated pupils
observed in Experiment 1 thus be mediated by their increased attractiveness, rather than perceived attention per se? This possibility is supported, in principle, by prior results indicating
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Figure 5.2: Methods and results from Experiments 1 and 3. (a) Depiction of the Continuous Flash Suppression

paradigm (see text for details). (b) Stimuli close-up and average breakthrough times for dilated vs. constricted pupils
and buttons (Experiment 1). (c) Stimuli close-up and average breakthrough times for dilated vs. constricted pupils and
moles (Experiment 3). Error bars indicate 95 % confidence intervals, subtracting out the shared variance.

that more attractive faces gain preferential access into visual awareness (Hung et al., 2016;
Jiang et al., 2006; Nakamura & Kawabata, 2018). To find out, we tested whether the same
faces used in Experiment 1, presented under the same viewing conditions, would be perceived
as differentially attractive depending on pupil dilation. If these stimuli were to be rated as
more attractive with dilated (vs. constricted) pupils, then that would be consistent with the
possibility that the results of Experiment 1 might have reflected an ‘attractiveness effect’ rather
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than the perception of heightened attention.

5.4.1 Method
Observers
1304 new observers (649 females; average age = 35.73 years, SD = 13.66 years) were recruited
through Prolific Academic (www.prolific.co), and each completed a single trial in a 1-2min
session in exchange for monetary compensation. (All observers resided in the U.S., had at
least a 95 % Prolific approval rate, had previously completed at least 100 Prolific tasks, and
had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.) This sample size was determined and preregistered before data collection began based on an a-priori power analysis, which suggested that
1302 observers would suffice to achieve 95 % power to detect a conventionally small effect size
(Cohen’s d = 0.20) with a .05 alpha level. This number was then rounded up to 1304 in order
to have an equal number of observers for each image.

Apparatus
After agreeing to participate, observers were redirected to a website where stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled via custom software written in HTML, JavaScript,
PHP, and CSS. (Since the experiment was rendered on observers’ own web browsers, viewing
distance, screen size, and display resolutions could vary dramatically, so we report stimulus
dimensions below using pixel [px] values.)
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Stimuli
Observers viewed the same stimuli employed in Experiment 1 in the Constricted and Dilated
pupils conditions (small pupils with medium buttons, and large pupils with medium buttons; see Fig. 5.1a). The functional part of the display consisted of a 430 × 420 px region
centered in their browser window and with a gray (#6E6E6E) background, thus matching
the image background in Experiment 1.

Procedure and Design
Each observer viewed a photograph of a single person (one of four possible identities; 230 ×
220 px, 230 × 225 px, 230 × 229 px, or 230 × 232 px; roughly 7.2° × 6.9°, 7.2° × 7.0°, 7.2° ×
7.2°, or 7.2° × 7.2°) centered in their browser window and within the functional part of the
display. These sizes were chosen to match those of Experiment 1: (a) average viewport size was
approximated using a sample of 400 participants from another online study conducted a few
months prior (Colombatto et al., 2020, Experiment 3b; median viewport width = 1350 px);
(b) average distance from the monitor was approximated using the average arm’s length (~60
cm); and (c) average display size was approximated using a standard 20 inch diagonal and a
16:9 aspect ratio. Observers’ browser windows were automatically put in full-screen mode
at the beginning of the experiment, and observers were asked to sit at arm’s length from the
monitor. They were then instructed to view the image as carefully as possible, as it would be
displayed only once. The photograph was displayed upon a keypress and after a 0.5 s delay.
To match the viewing conditions from Experiment 1, the image was presented with its opacity
linearly increased from 0 % to its maximum opacity over the course of the first second (with
the maximum opacity set at 53 %, which was the average fade-in opacity from observers in Experiment 1 as determined by the staircasing procedure they completed prior to beginning the
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experiment). The image was then displayed at full opacity for an additional 1.4 s (such that the
total presentation time was 2.44 s, matching the average response time in Experiment 1). After
a 0.5 s delay, observers were then asked to rate how attractive that person looked. To respond,
they simply clicked on one of nine buttons, numbered 1 through 9, with 1 labeled as “definitely not attractive” and 9 labeled as “definitely attractive”. They then answered questions
that allowed us to exclude observers (according to the preregistered criteria) who encountered
technical problems (n = 14; e.g., reporting that “my trackpad accidentally got clicked and it
went to the next page” during the instructions), or who misremembered the instructions as
indicated on a multiple-choice question (n = 39; e.g., mis-reporting that they were supposed
to rate the photograph on its perceived trustworthiness or competence, rather than its attractiveness). We also removed observers whose browser windows were smaller than 500 × 500
px (n = 4). The resulting unique excluded observers (n = 55, some of whom triggered multiple criteria) were replaced without ever analyzing their data. This design resulted in a total
of 8 images (2 pupil sizes [small/large] × 4 identities), and each was viewed by 163 unique
observers.

5.4.2 Results
Pupil dilation did influence attractiveness judgments, but not in the predicted direction: faces
with large pupils were reliably judged as less attractive than those same faces with small pupils
(4.81 vs. 5.03, t(1302) = 2.37, p = .018, d = 0.13). Because prior reports of increased perceived
attractiveness for pupil dilation were mostly based on male observers only (e.g., Hess, 1965),
we also conducted an additional exploratory analysis testing whether the effect of pupil dilation on attractiveness judgments might be modulated by observers’ gender. For the purposes
of this analysis, we only analyzed data from observers who identified as “Female” (n = 649)
or “Male” (n = 632), excluding those who selected “Other” (n = 20) or “I’d rather not say” (n
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= 3). A two-way between-subjects ANOVA on the attractiveness ratings from the remaining
1281 observers revealed a main effect of pupil size (F (1, 1277) = 4.51, p = .034, η2g = 0.004), no
main effect of observer gender (F (1, 1277) = 0.39, p = .533, η2g < 0.001), and no interaction (F (1,
1277) = 0.03, p = .860, η2g < 0.001).

5.4.3

Discussion

This experiment was designed to investigate an alternative explanation for the results of Experiment 1—namely that prioritization into visual awareness might be driven by higher perceived
attractiveness of faces with dilated pupils—rather than an effect of heightened perceived attention. On the contrary, however, the results revealed a small yet reliable effect wherein faces
with dilated pupils in this stimulus set were rated as less attractive, and an additional analysis confirmed that this effect did not interact with participant gender. Far from providing
an alternate explanation for the results observed in Experiment 1, the current results thus suggest that the previous experiment may even have been underestimating the effect of perceived
attention—since the slight (if robust) attractiveness difference due to pupil dilation observed
here was in the opposite direction from that consistent with the initial experiment’s results
(while previous CFS studies have consistently found that more attractive faces are prioritized
for entry into visual awareness, as cited above). We did not find this reversed effect to be especially surprising, however. In fact, despite the long-held belief that faces with dilated pupils
are perceived as more attractive by adult men (Hess, 1965), many studies have repeatedly failed
to observe this purported effect (e.g., Amemiya & Ohtomo, 2012; Demos et al., 2008; Hicks
et al., 1967) or have observed it only inconsistently (e.g., Tombs & Silverman, 2004).
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5.5

Experiment 3: Pupils vs. Moles

The buttons employed as a control stimulus in Experiment 1 were identical to the pupils while
lacking social significance—but of course they also differed in their location (i.e., appearing on
the shirt instead of the face). In this experiment, we thus employed a control stimulus that
also appeared on the face (often very near to the eyes or mouth) yet lacked social meaning:
moles (as depicted in Fig. 5.1c).

5.5.1 Method
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1 except as noted here.
Thirty new observers (18 females; average age = 21.27 years, SD = 3.67 years) were recruited, with this preregistered sample size chosen to exactly match that of Experiment 1. An
additional two observers whose average accuracy was below 80 % were removed from further
analyses and replaced.
The stimuli employed in Experiments 1 and 2 were modified such that all buttons were
removed, and one of the pupils was instead pasted onto the person’s face (at a different location for each distinct person, always slightly above or below the eyes or mouth) to create (what
appeared to be) a high-contrast mole of the same size. (These ‘moles’ were placed near to the
eyes and mouth since those are the regions that observers tend to fixate during free viewing,
though recall that in this study the faces were rendered invisible.) As a result, several different
versions of these images were created featuring (1) medium pupils with a medium mole, (2)
small pupils with a medium mole, (3) large pupils with a medium mole, (4) medium pupils
with a small mole, and (5) medium pupils with a large mole.
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5.5.2 Results and Discussion
Trials were removed from further analyses according to the following preregistered criteria:
(1) missed (7.80/192 on average); (2) inaccurate (3.37/192 on average); and (3) more than 2 standard deviations away from each observer’s mean (10.20/192 on average). The average breakthrough times for small and large items are depicted in Fig. 5.2c, separately for pupils and
moles. Inspection of this figure reveals that breakthrough times were faster for large vs. small
pupils, but not for large vs. small moles. Statistical analyses confirmed a reliable difference
between large and small pupils (2.34 vs. 2.42 s, t(29) = 2.21, p = .035, dz = 0.40), no difference
between large and small moles (2.41 vs. 2.40 s, t(29) = 0.47, p = .645, dz = 0.08), and a reliable
interaction (t(29) = 2.58, p = .015, dz = 0.47).
These results thus fully replicated the advantage for dilated pupils found in Experiment 1, while also confirming that this difference does not depend on the specific contrast
with shirt buttons. And this absence of unconscious prioritization for ‘mole dilation’ (i.e.,
when the dilated stimuli were deprived of social meaning) seems especially remarkable given
that the ‘dilated’ moles were visually more salient than the ‘constricted’ moles (and to a degree that went beyond the contrast in the pupil stimuli); for example, they had an especially
high contrast with the background skin, and they made the faces less symmetrical. And as
discussed below in the General Discussion, other aspects of these experiments also rule out
potential explanations based on differential contrast, or spatial attentional biases.

5.6

General Discussion

Despite its social significance, pupil dilation is an exceptionally visually subtle signal—since
dilated vs. constricted pupils differ by just a fraction of a degree of visual angle. (You might no-
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tice that the two faces in Fig. 5.1a look rather remarkably—if somewhat ineffably—different,
despite differing by only a few pixels.) Indeed, this difference was so subtle that the observers
in our experiments almost never even overtly noticed the variations in pupil size, despite each
seeing 192 images in Experiments 1 and 3. (In post-experiment debriefing, only 2 of the 60 observers [1 in each experiment] reported any awareness of this manipulation—one referring to
a difference in eye color, and the other mentioning that “Some people[’s eyes] looked more
intense”.) This degree of subtlety makes the key results of this study all the more striking:
these few pixels of difference—only when seen as dilated pupils—automatically facilitated
the entry of faces into visual awareness.
This effect cannot be explained by appeal to a greater degree of visual contrast between
the irises and the pupils, for two reasons. First, the shirts in Experiment 1 were modified to
roughly match the color of the iris. Second, the contrast between the clear skin and the moles
in Experiment 3 was actually considerably higher than that between the pigmented irises and
the pupils—such that a contrast-based explanation would have to predict a greater dilated-vs.constricted effect for moles compared to pupils.
This effect also cannot be explained by appeal to biases of spatial attention (for example if observers are generally biased to attend to the positions in which eyes appear), for three
reasons. First, the positions of the faces were randomized so that on each trial they could appear either on the top or bottom of the display—such that there was no single region where
the eyes appeared. Second, the positions in which the eyes appeared actually differed dramatically (by up to 28 px, or 0.38° × 0.32°) across the four separate identities featured in the
experiments. And third, an explanation which appealed to spatial biases (relating to where
the eyes were expected to appear) would predict that the effects should be greater when the
same identity (and thus the identical eye positions) happened to repeat from one trial to the
next—but if anything, the opposite was the case. (Collapsing across Experiment 1 and 3, the
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constricted-vs.-dilated effect was unreliable for repeated identities [t(59) = 1.07, p = .290, dz =
0.14] but was robust for different identities [t(59) = 2.51, p = .015, dz = 0.32], with no reliable
interaction [t(59) = 0.44, p = .658, dz = 0.06].)
The results of Experiment 2 further suggest that the influence of pupil dilation on
visual awareness is not mediated through differences in perceived attractiveness. Rather, we
suggest that these results reflect a more direct form of unconscious “attention to attention”—
such that faces who seem to have heightened attention are prioritized in visual awareness.
This is consistent with the fact that pupil dilation has been associated not only with attractiveness (inconsistently!), but with many other forms of heightened attention and arousal—
including those due to emotionally arousing pictures (Bradley et al., 2008) and to difficult
decisions (Lavín et al., 2014). In this way, the current results complement other recent findings that faces looking directly at (or turned towards) the observer break into awareness faster
than do faces looking (or turned) away (Chen & Yeh, 2012; Gobbini et al., 2013; Stein et al.,
2011). Whereas those previous studies can be interpreted as demonstrations that human visual
processing is especially sensitive to whether others are attending to us (as signaled by directed
gaze), the results of the current study indicate that visual processing is also sensitive to far
subtler degrees of perceived attention (as signaled by pupil size), even with direct gaze.
In short, the current results suggest that the perceived attentional state of others can
in turn cause us to attend to them—a novel form of ‘attentional contagion’.
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6
Conclusion

The work presented in this dissertation was motivated by the simple observation that others’ eyes are the most important stimuli in our environment, but I conclude by suggesting that they might not be so special after all: Perception instead seems to
be driven by deeper properties such as others’ perceptual and attentional states, which are
extracted and integrated into the very way we visually experience the world. This theoretical
view is empirically demonstrated via two complementary approaches: In studies of ‘minds
without eyes’, we demonstrate that the effects of eye gaze such as ‘distracting stares’ and ‘stares
in the crowd’ can arise from eye-less stimuli, when they nonetheless signal others’ attention
(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3); and conversely, in studies of ‘eyes without minds’, we demonstrate
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that the effects of eye gaze are reduced when the eyes do not signal any underlying pattens of
attention and intentions, even though they clearly look like eyes, as in the phenomena of ‘gaze
deflection’ and ‘unconscious pupillometry’ (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). In these concluding
notes, I discuss our work more broadly (including several other empirical projects we have
conducted that complement these chapters in a larger research program), as well as its rich
connections to other areas of psychology.

6.1

Minds without Eyes

Chapter 2 investigates a notorious effect of eye contact, wherein memory for simple geometric
shapes is disrupted by the presence of someone looking at you (Nie et al., 2018; Wang &
Apperly, 2017). But this ‘distracting’ effect of eye gaze obtained even with simple ‘mouth’
shapes that were seen to be directed at (vs. away from) observers, despite not resembling
eyes at all, and even after controlling for lower-level properties. Chapter 3 demonstrates that
the well-known ‘stare-in-the-crowd’ effect also obtains with cone stimuli that are not just eyeless, but in fact look nothing like faces at all—and yet are nonetheless also readily perceived
as being directed toward or away from the observer. These investigations of ‘minds without
eyes’ demonstrate that effects of eye gaze might not be so eye-specific after all, since they obtain
with stimuli that are entirely eyeless (as in the ‘mouths’ of Chapter 2) and even faceless (as in
the ‘cones’ of Chapter 3).
Critically, the effects obtained in these experiments suggest that the apprehension of
the direction of others’ attention and intentions might be truly extracted in perceptual processing, for several reasons. First, percepts of intentionality in the current studies seem to
depend on subtle details of the displays, e.g., the precise orientation of mouths in Chapter 2,
and the coordinated orientation of cones in Chapter 3. Second, they seem automatic, insofar
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as participants were engaged in primary tasks (e.g., change detection, visual search), and it
seems unlikely that any of our participants decided to prioritize directed mouths or cones: If
anything, ignoring the mouths would have helped detect changes in the shapes in Chapter
2. As such, these experiments exhibit classic signatures of perceptual processing (Beck, 2018;
Scholl & Gao, 2013), and suggest that putative effects of ‘eye contact’ might be better characterized as effects of ‘mind contact’, wherein the apprehension of attention and intentions
seems to truly be extracted in perception.

6.1.1

Hidden Intentions

In additional work, we have also applied a similar methodological approach to what is perhaps
the most remarkable influence of others’ gaze: that on unconscious processing. Past work employing continuous flash suppression (CFS; see Chapter 5 for a description) has demonstrated
that faces looking at you break into conscious awareness faster than faces looking away (Chen
& Yeh, 2012; Stein et al., 2011). In a paper with Ben van Buren and Brian Scholl, we demonstrate that this prioritization also obtains with mouth stimuli (as in those employed in Chapter 2), and with cone stimuli (as in those employed in Chapter 3; Colombatto, van Buren, &
Scholl, under review; see Fig. 6.1 for sample stimuli and results). In additional experiments,
we rule out possible confounding factors such as differential symmetry or response biases
(Moors et al., 2019). These effects of ‘hidden intentions’ not only demonstrate that another
class of eye contact effects might in fact have little to do with eyes per se, but are especially
striking in that they suggest that the perception of attention and intentions can operate in
the absence of visual awareness.
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Figure 6.1: Sample stimuli and results from experiments of ‘hidden intentions’. (a) Sample Averted and Directed

displays employed in experiments of ‘hidden intentions’ using mouth stimuli, along with results averaged across
subjects, and results depicted separately for each subject. (b) Sample Averted and Directed displays in experiments of
‘hidden intentions’ using cone stimuli, along with results averaged across subjects, and results depicted separately for
each subject. Error bars reflect 95 % confidence intervals (CIs), subtracting out the shared variance.

6.1.2

Agency without Agents?

The logic of the ‘minds without eyes’ approach critically requires that stimuli such as mouths
or cones are indeed perceived as minds, meaning that their direct and averted orientations are
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perceived as intentional. This may seem like an odd suggestion, since after all an inanimate
object may happen to be directed towards us just by chance (e.g., when we face the shore
at a particular angle and a wave seems to come towards us). In the current studies however,
directedness was conveyed not through the orientation of one stimulus, but through the coordinated orientation of many stimuli. And unlike the orientation of a single stimulus, the
coordinated orientation of multiple stimuli is unlikely to result from chance: Our minds
instead automatically infer an agentic force at play. Of course, consistency does not always
imply agency: If we see a bouquet of sunflowers in a vase and they are all facing towards the
sun, we don’t infer that they are agentic, since their coordinated orientation can be solely
explained by natural forces. But if all sunflowers all point towards us, especially if they are
placed in different locations, then natural forces can hardly explain the consistency—and we
rather automatically infer the presence of other agents, in a sort of ‘agency without agents’.
This intuition is especially apparent in the ‘land art’ movement, where artists create
compositions by rearranging materials typically found in the environment such as rocks, leaves,
or branches. Born as an ecological movement against the commercialization of art-making,
land art aims exactly at demonstrating how humans can intervene in the landscape and leave
their trace using solely natural materials (see Fig. 6.2 for some examples, and especially Fig. 6.2b,
which is reminiscent of the ‘cone’ stimuli from Chapter 3). And indeed, this idea is not just a
cultural movement, but traces back to the very origins of our civilization, as revealed by prehistoric monuments (e.g., Stonehenge) which document the presence of agents while being
distinctly non-agent-like. In fact, we might even have evolved to detect traces of other agents
via visual inspection of the environment, while other animals can rely on their heightened
sense of smell. But beyond its cultural and historic significance, the phenomenon of ‘agency
without agency’ is incredibly common in our everyday lives. Imagine returning home after
it snowed and seeing footsteps leading up to your doorway: Someone already got home! Or
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Figure 6.2: Sample land art. (a) “Screen” by Andy Goldsworthy (1998). (b) “Hole Covered with small pointed Rocks” by
Andy Goldsworthy, Clapham, Yorkshire (UK, 1980).

imagine hiking along a trail and noticing a stack of rocks along the side of the path: Someone
was there before you! So while social perception typically employs stimuli that are explicitly
agent-like (e.g., faces, bodies, eyes), it seems clear that agency can be perceived even in stimuli
that look nothing like agents, e.g., in configurations that are unlikely to have resulted from
chance or natural forces.

6.2 Eyes without Minds

While Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 demonstrate that effects of eye gaze can arise from cues to others’ intentions even when they are eye-less, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 adopt a complementary
approach: Might the effects of eye gaze be reduced when the eyes do not signal any underlying patterns of intention? Chapter 4 employs the common (yet previously unexplored)
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phenomenon we called ‘gaze deflection’ to demonstrate that gaze cueing is reduced for gazes
that are not directed at anything in particular—even when controlling for lower-level spatial
and temporal confounds. This result seems particularly surprising because gaze cueing had
previously been thought to be not just dependent on the eyes per se (as many other effects
of gaze), but especially automatic and reflexive, such that “any stimulus possessing eye-like
attributes can trigger spatial orienting of attention” (Itier & Batty, 2009, p. 847). In Chapter
5, we further demonstrate this sensitivity to minds (vs. eyes) in what is perhaps an even more
direct way: Faces rendered invisible through CFS enter awareness faster when they seem to
be attentive such that their pupils are dilated. These effects of ‘unconscious pupillometry’
demonstrate that the perception of eye contact is sensitive to whether others are indeed paying attention, and also provide further evidence that cues to others’ attention can be processed
even in the absence of visual awareness (as in the ‘hidden intentions’ described in Section
6.1.1). Overall, these investigations of ‘eyes without minds’ thus demonstrate that ‘mind contact’ might really drive the effects of eye gaze, since it is the perception of attentional states
rather than the physical features per se that can modulate effects as powerful as gaze cueing
(as in Chapter 4), and as foundational as unconscious eye contact (Chapter 5).
And just as in ‘minds without eyes’, these investigations of ‘eyes without minds’ truly
seem to implicate perceptual processes: It seems highly unlikely that any of our participants
decided to not follow deflected gazes, or to prioritize dilated pupils. In fact, not only did
we ensure that participants were unaware of the purpose of our experiments, but they also
seemed unaware of the manipulations themselves. For example, only 2 out of the 60 participants in Chapter 5 guessed that the eyes might have been changing in the images, and none
pointed to the pupils specifically. And indeed, in CFS paradigms participants are even unaware that images are presented in the first place! The effects reported here also seem to be independent from any judgment of gazing direction: For example, in gaze deflection observers
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are of course able to tell which direction the person who got caught turns towards, and yet attention responds otherwise. Similarly, all faces in studies of unconscious pupillometry were
facing forward, and yet unconscious processing was modulated by subtle if not ineffable cues
to their attention. In this way, the perception of attention seems to depend on subtle details
of the displays—and not just in terms of how they look, but also in terms of how they unfold
over time: It would look extremely odd if not ridiculous for a person who got caught staring
to turn away extremely slowly! And even beyond their speed, movements in gaze deflection
unfold in a very particular sequence: (1) Person A is staring at person B, then (2) B looks at A,
and (3) A quickly turns away. Impressions of gaze deflection in this sense seem to be highly
dependent on stimulus properties—and indeed the effects are weaker in control experiments
where this sequence is altered (e.g., when A turns away before B looks at her).

6.2.1

Social Reordering

Of course, stimulus dependence by itself does not necessarily implicate perception: If anything, it seems natural that we first perceive these brute properties (e.g., temporal order), and
later construct impressions of gaze deflection as higher-level explanations (e.g., for why events
might have unfolded in that way). But in recent work in collaboration with Yi-Chia Chen and
Brian Scholl, we have demonstrated that this is not always true: Social impressions are not
just constructed from lower-level properties, but they are extracted early enough that they
can alter the extraction of those (seemingly more primary) properties in the first place. This
work was inspired by findings in the physical domain wherein impressions of causality can
alter impressions of temporal order; for example, when viewing animations wherein a block
(A) moves towards a second block (B), and when they are adjacent A stops and B starts moving, participants tend to report an impression that block A caused block B to move. But such
‘causal’ impressions also lead observers to misperceive block A as having moved before block B,
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even when in fact they start moving at the same time (Bechlivanidis & Lagnado, 2013, 2016;
Tecwyn et al., 2020). In a social version of this ‘reordering’ effect, we showed participants
animations where person A is staring at person B, and then A and B turn simultaneously
(as depicted in Fig. 6.3a ). Across seven experiments, we found that participants consistently
misperceived the temporal order of events in such animations with A as turning before B,
consistent with gaze deflection (as depicted in Fig. 6.3b). This illusion held across different
paradigms such as spontaneous descriptions and forced selections, and even after controlling
for lower-level properties of the displays. And it was also especially powerful, since it occurred
not just when A and B were turning at the same time, but also when A actually turned after
B, demonstrating that gaze deflection does not just alter, but can even reverse the perceived
order of events.
This illusion demonstrates that others’ attentional states can be extracted in perception itself, for several reasons. First, the illusion vanishes when the animations are replaced
with descriptions of the events, suggesting that the effect critically depends on the visual input, rather than inferences about what might be most likely to have happened (a ‘blindfold
test’; van Buren & Scholl, 2018, under review). Second, it seems especially automatic, since
participants are simply told to watch the animations, with no mention of temporal order at
all. Third, it seems to result from a distinct phenomenology, as is clear from the descriptions
participants generate (e.g., reporting that “the woman on the left then turns her head to look
to the left”, as opposed to a typical participant in the control condition “both women glanced
to their right simultaneously”). But most importantly, this illusion demonstrates that social
impressions are not just hierarchically constructed from simple visual features, but can also
(perhaps counterintuitively) alter what those properties look like in the first place.
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Figure 6.3: Sample stimuli and results from experiments of ‘social reordering’. (a) A schematic depiction of the

animations observers viewed, including Toward-B animations and Away-from-B animations. (b) Percentage of
observers who perceived B as turning earlier than A for Toward-B vs. Away-from-B animations as revealed by their
descriptions (left panel) or choices (right panel). Error bars indicate 95 % CIs.

6.2.2

Gazing to Look vs. Gazing to Think

In addition to its implications for the roots of various eye gaze effects, and for the perceptual
nature of the extraction of others’ attention, this work introduces a new type of question in
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the study of eye gaze—focused not on where someone is looking, but rather on whether people are attentive in the first place. In short, some gazes are simply just not worth following—
either because people are not intending to look in those locations (as in Chapter 4), or because
they are distracted (as in Chapter 5).
In some more recent work, we pushed this question even further: Sometimes people
might be highly engaged, and yet their gaze is still not worth following because they are not
attending to the environment—but rather to their own thoughts and memories. Attention
can in fact be directed at information coming in from our environment (e.g., when listening
to another person), but also at information that is already in our minds (e.g., when later remembering that conversation; Chun, Golomb, & Turk-Browne, 2011). But despite being so
fundamentally different, external and internal attention may manifest in similar behaviors.
For example, if someone asks us to count the lights on the ceiling, we will shift our gaze to
look at the ceiling—while of course also attending there. But if they ask us how many lights
were on the ceiling of our childhood bedroom, we may also shift our gaze toward the ceiling—
not because we are attending there, but because it helps us focus on our memory. This is a
well-known tendency known as ‘gaze aversion’ ( Doherty-Sneddon et al., 2002; Glenberg,
Schroeder, & Robertson, 1998): During cognitively demanding tasks such as arithmetic reasoning or memory retrieval, both children and adults tend to look in locations that are less
visually cluttered (e.g., the ceiling, the floor, a blank wall). This indeed results in better performance, presumably because disengagement from the external world aids internal focus
(Doherty-Sneddon & Phelps, 2005). Beyond being a fascinating phenomenon in itself, gaze
aversion is a rare case where someone may shift their gaze in a way that is not quite worth
following, since of course they are not gazing to look, but rather gazing to think.
Might our visual system then be sensitive not just to whether someone is attentive (vs.
distracted), but also to whether the target of their attention is external vs. internal? In a col91

laboration with Yi-Chia Chen and Brian Scholl, we showed participants videos of an actress
who is initially looking forward; she is then asked a question, and before responding she gazes
upward and to the side. As she is gazing away, a symbol quickly flashes in the direction of her
gaze—and we later tested participants’ discrimination accuracy for this symbol (see Fig. 6.4a
for a schematic of the animation). The critical manipulation was the nature of the question
the actress was asked, which motivated her to attend either externally (“Who painted that
piece of art on the wall over there?”), or internally (“Who painted that piece of art we saw
in the museum?”). In this way, all the animations were visually identical, and only the audio
track changed. As depicted in the results in Fig. 6.4b, across multiple samples and multiple
pairs of ‘external’ vs. ‘internal’ questions, gaze cueing was far weaker when the gaze was directed internally. These results suggests that vision is not just sensitive to whether someone
is attentive (vs. distracted, as in Chapter 5), or to whether they are attending to the location
they are gazing at (vs. another location, as in Chapter 4). Rather, it is also sensitive to whether
others are in fact attending to their environment, such that we follow people when they gaze
to look, but not when they gaze to think.

6.3 Related Perspectives

These investigations collectively help address a long-standing question in cognitive and social psychology about the nature of social vision—namely about whether it is driven by the
saliency of the visual stimuli per se, or whether it might be driven instead by richer social
impressions. In particular, the major contribution of the ‘mind contact’ proposal is the suggestion that not only are the effects of gaze driven by the apprehension of others’ mental
states, but that these are automatically extracted in visual processing itself. And while this
possibility has been rarely explored in vision science, it has rich connections to related work
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Figure 6.4: Sample stimuli and results from experiments of ‘gazing to think vs. gazing to look’. (a) A schematic depiction

of the animations observers viewed. (b) Average accuracy in the letter discrimination task for External vs. Internal
questions. Error bars indicate 95 % CIs.

in other areas of our field that have instead posited a mentalistic understanding of gaze. In
the remainder of this discussion, I will briefly review related work in vision science suggesting that perception constructs more abstract representations of gaze from the eyes, and then
turn to related ideas in phylogeny, ontogeny, and neuroscience, which have implicated more
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mentalistic inferences in the perception of gaze.

6.3.1 Psychophysics: Coding Gaze from Eyes
While vision science rarely explores the sorts of higher-level percepts of mental states investigated in this dissertation, recent work suggests that perception might construct representations of gaze that incorporate more than just merely the direction in which eyes are pointing.
For example, some work has shown that the perception of gazing direction integrates multiple cues in addition to the eyes themselves, including head and body orientation (Otsuka,
Mareschal, & Clifford, 2016; for a review, see Langton, Watt, & Bruce, 2000). And when
observers are repeatedly exposed to faces wherein gazing direction is incongruent with head
orientation (in the so-called ‘Wollaston’ faces; Wollaston, 1824), perceptual adaptation follows the perceived rather than the veridical gazing direction (Palmer & Clifford, 2018; for a
review, see Clifford & Palmer, 2018). The perception of averted gaze also seems to be influenced by the presence of objects in the surrounding context, such that estimates of gazing
direction are biased towards nearby objects (Lobmaier, Fischer, & Schwaninger, 2006).
Similarly, gaze is not just perceived as direct when it is truly direct (i.e., when it falls
directly on the vector from the gazers’ eyes to the observers’ eyes), but is rather gradually
perceived as less direct the more it deviates from ‘true’ direct—a range known as the ‘cone
of gaze’ (Gamer & Hecht, 2007). The cone of gaze is highly sensitive to a variety of factors
including perceptual uncertainty (Clifford et al., 2015; Mareschal et al., 2013) and viewing distance (Gamer & Hecht, 2007; Vine, 1971), but also stimulus properties such as expressions of
happiness (Lobmaier & Perrett, 2011) or anger (Ewbank, Jennings, & Calder, 2009; Harbort
et al., 2013), and observer characteristics such as social anxiety (Gamer et al., 2011; Jun et al.,
2013; Schulze, Renneberg, & Lobmaier, 2013) and stress (Rimmele & Lobmaier, 2012).
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Collectively, this work suggests that “representations of other people’s gaze direction
in the visual system [...] are abstracted from lower-level facial cues”, and rely instead on highlevel perceptual representations (Palmer & Clifford, 2018, p. 82). While of course none of
these effects implicate the apprehension of mental states, they are indeed deeply connected
to the ‘mind contact’ perspective in that perception itself might construct more abstract representations that just computing eye direction. And while vision science has considered perception to at most integrate different directional cues, work in other areas of psychology has
explored the possibility that our responses to others’ gaze might integrate an understanding
of their minds.

6.3.2 Phylogeny: A Reinterpretation of Gaze
One of the most remarkable facts about gaze is that an incredible range of species beyond
humans exhibit particular responses to direct (vs. averted) gaze, e.g., by escaping or freezing upon eye contact. These include fish (e.g., jewelfish: Coss, 1979), reptiles (e.g., iguanas:
Burger, Gochfeld, & Murray Jr, 1992; snakes: Burghardt & Greene, 1988; or lizards: Hennig,
1977), birds (e.g., chickens: Gallup, Cummings, & Nash, 1972), and rodents (e.g., mice: Topal
& Csanyi, 1994; for a review, see Emery, 2000). In fact, several species even follow others’
gaze—including dogs (Hare, 2002), goats (Kaminski et al., 2005), dolphins (Tschudin et al.,
2001), ravens (Bugnyar, Stöwe, & Heinrich, 2004), seals (Scheumann & Call, 2004), and penguins (Nawroth, Trincas, & Favaro, 2017). And gaze following has also been demonstrated
in most primates, including lemurs (Ruiz et al., 2009; Shepherd & Platt, 2007), New World
monkeys (e.g., marmosets: Burkart & Heschl, 2007), and Old World monkeys (e.g., rhesus
macaques: Emery et al., 1997; Tomasello et al., 1998). Gaze following in monkeys is also modulated by social status, such that dominant monkeys will follow the gaze of other dominant
monkeys, but not subordinates (Shepherd, Deaner, & Platt, 2006), just like dominance of
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the face cue modulates gaze cueing in humans (Jones et al., 2010).
While responses to eye gaze are pervasive across several animal species, closer investigations have highlighted an evolutionary shift that sets primates (and humans in particular)
apart. Despite resulting in similar behaviors, gaze perception in primates seems to rely on
qualitatively different cognitive mechanisms (Rosati & Hare, 2009), wherein gaze is represented not just as a behavior, but as a reflection of the minds behind the eyes. This ‘reinterpretation’ hypothesis (Povinelli & Vonk, 2004) is supported by two main lines of evidence.
First, humans adjust their behavior in the presence of eyes on the basis of reputational concerns, e.g., by cooperating more in economic games (Bateson et al., 2006; Dear, Dutton, &
Fox, 2019; cf. Cai et al., 2015; Northover et al., 2017)—but no such effects have been found in
other primates (Nettle, Cronin, & Bateson, 2013). This divergence is commonly taken to suggest that humans, but not other primates, understand that the eyes signal someone is present
and is watching (Grossmann, 2017). (Although I note that of course the lack of behavioral
effects from watching eyes in primates could simply reflect a lack of reputational concerns.)
A perhaps more convincing line of evidence is that primates seem not just to be sensitive to where others are looking, but also to have a sense that gaze reflects an underlying state
of ‘seeing’. For example, chimpanzees and monkeys will look for an alternative target of gaze
if an experimenter looks at an object they have already seen with a surprised expression (Drayton & Santos, 2017; MacLean & Hare, 2012), and they will reach for food that a competitor
can’t see (Flombaum & Santos, 2005; Hare et al., 2000). Chimpanzees (but not monkeys)
will also move around barriers to see what another person is gazing towards (Itakura, 1996;
Povinelli & Eddy, 1996, 1997; Tomasello, Hare, & Agnetta, 1999), and use others’ gazing patterns to learn about contingencies of food rewards (Anderson, Montant, & Schmitt, 1996;
Itakura & Tanaka, 1998).
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Of course, these sophisticated behaviors might simply reflect learnt contingencies, without necessarily involving any underlying state of seeing: “The learned social cues remain subordinate to cues that tend to covary with someone ‘seeing’ them, but have no bearing on
‘seeing’ [… such that] behavioral abstractions formed by chimpanzees are essentially postural heuristics that have nothing to do with ‘seeing’ at all” (Povinelli & Barth, 2005, p. 217).
On the other hand, others have attributed these sophisticated behaviors to the fact that primates can think about others’ minds (e.g., Flombaum & Santos, 2005), and “reason about
the knowledge and perceptions of others” (Santos, Nissen, & Ferrugia, 2006, p. 1176). Of
course, reasoning about mental states is fundamentally different than the type of visual experiences implicated in the ‘mind contact’ perspective. But nonetheless, the upshot from this
vast comparative literature is that gaze perception has evolved from a mere reflexive response
to the eyes, to a more sophisticated phenomenon that seems sensitive to the underlying states
of seeing. In short, a shift from eyes to minds.

6.3.3 Ontogeny: Starting with Eyes and Ending with Minds
This evolutionary shift from eyes to minds is paralleled (on a much accelerated timeframe)
in human ontogeny. Gaze perception in humans is extremely sophisticated from the very
beginning of life: 48 hours after birth, infants already preferentially orient to faces with direct
gaze (Farroni et al., 2002), prefer to gaze at a face with the eyes visible (Batki et al., 2000), and
show a rudimentary form of gaze cueing (Farroni et al., 2004; although see below for a critical
role of motion). At around seven weeks of age, infants start fixating mostly on the eye region
when scanning faces (Haith et al., 1977), and by the age of three months they direct their
attention towards the direction of adults’ gaze (Hood, Willen, & Driver, 1998). The powerful
effects of eye contact on other cognitive processes are also already present in infancy: Eye
contact enhances face memory in 4-month-old infants (Farroni et al., 2007), and this effect
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increases over development from 6 to 11 years (Smith et al., 2006).
Infants’ preferences for eyes and eye contact are of course compatible with a view of
gaze perception as merely driven by the saliency of eyes as visual stimuli: Some for example
claim that “gaze-cued attention is initially based on gross luminance information about eye direction”, and “gaze-following should therefore be impossible if the relevant luminance information is removed” (Doherty, McIntyre, & Langton, 2015, p. 73). But infants will soon also
develop more a sophisticated understanding of gaze (del Bianco et al., 2019). By 12 months of
age, they will be surprised if adults turn to look towards empty locations (Csibra & Volein,
2008), and they will move around a barrier to see what others are looking at, instead of simply following the geometric line of gaze and looking at the barrier itself (Moll & Tomasello,
2004). By 14 months of age, they cease to overtly follow the gaze of unreliable lookers (Chow,
Poulin-Dubois, & Lewis, 2008); by 18 months of age, they cease to follow head turns of adults
with closed eyes (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002, 2005), or those wearing opaque blindfolds (Meltzoff & Brooks, 2008; Senju et al., 2011). And remarkably, they also understand that gazing
often signifies wanting: By 6 months of age, infants will be surprised if an agent reaches to
grab a toy different from the one she had just gazed towards (Woodward, 1998). After viewing videos of a puppet attempting to climb a hill (the ‘climber’), infants prefer to interact
with a puppet who helped (vs. hindered) the climber (Hamlin et al., 2007), but only when
the climber was gazing towards the hill—suggesting they understand that gazing direction
corresponds to a goal to climb the hill (Hamlin, 2015). And conversely, social relevance can
increase the saliency of gaze shifts from inanimate objects: 18-month-olds even follow the
gaze of a metal robot, but only after it has engaged with adults in social interchanges such as
reciprocal imitation (Meltzoff et al., 2010). Similarly, infants will follow the orientation of
a non-face like robot (Movellan & Watson, 1987), a novel object (Johnson et al., 1998), and
non-human objects (Deligianni et al., 2011) after watching them produce reactions contin-
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gent to their own movements or those of other objects. And indeed, the integration of eyes
and intentions seems to underlie many forms of learning in infants, e.g., when they use gaze
to disambiguate between possible objects of utterances (Baldwin, 1991), in a sort of ‘natural
pedagogy’ (Csibra & Gergely, 2009).
The contribution of mental state understanding for the development of gaze perception is also supported by evidence from Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a developmental disorder characterized by severe impairments in social communication and interactions
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Among a variety of other symptoms, ASD is marked
by a consistent failure to orient to the eyes (Dalton et al., 2005; Pelphrey et al., 2002), and to
initiate joint attention (Charman et al., 1997; Charman, 2000). Individuals diagnosed with
ASD are able to discriminate gazing direction (Leekam et al., 1997) and will learn to follow
gaze cues (Kylliäinen & Hietanen, 2004) but only when predictive (Ristic et al., 2005), and do
not show any advantage for gaze cues preceded by direct gaze (Senju et al., 2003)—suggesting
a role for mental state understanding in the development of reflexive gaze cueing. Recent
work has also shown that eye looking in infants later diagnosed with ASD is actually initially
intact, and rapidly declines between 2 and 6 months of age (Jones & Klin, 2013)—just when
other infants begin to perceive the ‘mind’ behind the eyes. And conversely, administration
of oxytocin generally promotes prosocial behavior in humans, but also results in increased
fixations to the eye region (Auyeung et al., 2015; Guastella, Mitchell, & Dadds, 2008; for a
review, see Heinrichs, von Dawans, & Domes, 2009), even in ASD patients (Andari et al.,
2010).
Of course, just as for primates, the influence of mental state understanding on responses to gaze might not necessarily reflect sophisticated reasoning about minds, but simply learnt associations between agents and their gazing behavior (Moore & Corkum, 1994):
Over the course of the first year of life, infants learn that adults’ gaze is often associated with
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important objects or salient events, in a form of reinforcement learning (Deák et al., 2014;
Ishikawa, Senju, & Itakura, 2020; Jasso et al., 2012; Triesch et al., 2006). In this way, gaze
following results purely from automatic and implicit associations between gaze cues and interesting events, where the perception of others’ minds seems superfluous. As Leslie and Frith
put it, “the concept of seeing/not seeing [...] could be a purely geometric-causal notion involving the construction of an imaginary line in space between the eyes and their target. [...]
A geometric-causal notion does not require knowledge of the experience of seeing” (Leslie &
Frith, 1988, pp. 317–318). And of course, both mentalistic and behavioristic accounts of the
ontogeny of gaze perception critically differ from the ‘mind contact’ perspective in that they
do not implicate perception per se in the extraction of mental states. But overall, whether via
learnt associations or via mentalistic reasoning, it seems clear that infants come to have rich
and sophisticated responses to gaze: an ontogenetic shift from eyes to minds.

6.3.4

Neuroscience: Integrating Eyes with Minds

Another reason why our visual system is typically thought to be tuned to perceive the eyes
(rather than the minds behind them) is putative specialized processing for eye direction in
the superior temporal sulcus (STS). This selectivity was initially discovered in monkeys with
single-cell recordings (Perrett et al., 1992), and later also in humans with neuroimaging experiments (Calder et al., 2007; Hoffman & Haxby, 2000; Puce et al., 1998; Wicker et al., 1998),
intracranial recordings (Allison et al., 1999; McCarthy et al., 1999; Puce, Allison, & McCarthy,
1999), and lesion case studies (Akiyama et al., 2006; Samson et al., 2004). Critically, findings
that other attentional cues (e.g., arrows) do not engage this system (Hietanen et al., 2006;
Vuilleumier, 2002) have led some to suggest that the STS is “engaged especially when the
stimuli are represented as eyes” (Kingstone et al., 2004, p. 271), such that “the eyes constitute a special stimulus […because] we may have evolved neural mechanisms devoted to gaze
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processing” (Langton et al., 2000, p. 50).
Several lines of evidence however suggest that neural responses to gaze cues might instead reflect responses to minds more generally. First, responses in the STS from its posterior
to anterior subregions are increasingly invariant to gaze-irrelevant features such as head view
(Carlin et al., 2011), and posterior STS seems sensitive to the meaning of gaze beyond its visual
appearance. For example, pSTS activity is modulated by whether faces are looking towards
(vs. away from) a target (Mosconi et al., 2005; Pelphrey et al., 2003), or the participants themselves (Conty et al., 2007; Pelphrey, Viola, & McCarthy, 2004; Watanabe et al., 2006). Selectivity is also challenged by the fact that eye contact activates a number of regions including
not just STS but also fusiform gyrus (e.g., George et al., 2001), medial prefrontal cortex (e.g.,
Kampe, Frith, & Frith, 2003), orbitofrontal cortex (e.g., Wicker et al., 2003), amygdala (e.g.,
Adolphs et al., 2005; Kawashima et al., 1999; Spezio et al., 2007), and even ventral striatum
(Pfeiffer et al., 2014; Schilbach et al., 2010; for reviews, see George & Conty, 2008; Itier &
Batty, 2009; Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009; Senju & Johnson, 2009). And conversely, the
human STS has been implicated in various other cognitive functions, from audiovisual integration (Beauchamp et al., 2004) to intentionality (e.g., Gao, Scholl, & McCarthy, 2012; Saxe
et al., 2004) and belief inference (Saxe, 2006), so much to be called ‘the chameleon of the
human brain’ (Hein & Knight, 2008).
Recent unifying frameworks suggest instead that the STS might generally respond to
biological motion (Pitcher & Ungerleider, 2021). This function may be supported in part
by its anatomical connections, as revealed by tractography studies identifying a white matter
pathway from early visual cortex (V1) to STS via motion-selective temporal areas (V5/MT)
both in macaques (Boussaoud, Ungerleider, & Desimone, 1990; Ungerleider & Desimone,
1986) and humans (Gschwind et al., 2012). In addition to its anatomy, the functional properties of the STS seem optimal for motion detection: For example, the STS is visual-field
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invariant, as opposed to the strong contralateral biases in other visual areas (Finzi et al., 2021;
Pitcher et al., 2020). In fact, these anatomical and functional dissociations from the ventral
and dorsal visual pathways have pointed to the existence of a third visual pathway on the lateral surface of the brain involving V1, V5/MT, and STS, and engaged in the dynamic aspects
of social perception (Pitcher & Ungerleider, 2021). This hypothesis of specialized processing
for agentic motion is also supported by evidence that gaze following in newborns requires
motion of the eyes (Farroni et al., 2004), and does not occur with static face cues. This integration of gaze with other cues to agency and intentions (including possible motion) in the
STS is consistent with the ‘mind contact’ perspective, wherein gaze serves as cue to others’
intentions, such that they always seem to be “looking into the future” (Chen, Colombatto,
& Scholl, 2018).

6.3.5

Top-Down Mental State Attributions

While the phylogenetic, ontogenetic, and neuroscientific perspectives outlined so far do not
directly implicate perception as in the ‘mind contact’ perspective, they do suggest that the
perception of others’ eyes is integrated with some understanding of others’ minds. And indeed, a tradition in social perception has claimed that gaze perception can be influenced by
our beliefs and judgments about what others can see. In fact, some have even claimed that
effects such as eye contact or gaze following are not just influenced, but entirely driven by
top-down attributions of mental states: “Participants make an assumption of what the agent
knows; it is knowledge that is the important component that drives the effect rather than
vision” (Cole & Millett, 2019, p. 1975). As such, gaze effects stem not from our visual experience as in the ‘mind contact’ perspective, but rather from “what the observer believes about
the other’s mental state” (Teufel, Fletcher, & Davis, 2010, p. 376): Eye contact arises from
“the observer’s knowledge of being the target of another individual’s attention” (Myllyneva
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& Hietanen, 2015, p. 107), and gaze cueing is a case where “mind perception constitutes a
source of top-down modulation on attentional orienting” (Wiese et al., 2018, p. 852).
This perspective is in part supported by evidence that gaze cueing effects vanish when
the face cues have their eyes closed (vs. open; Nuku & Bekkering, 2008, Expt. 1), or are obstructed by a dark rectangle (vs. sunglasses; see Fig. 6.5a; Nuku & Bekkering, 2008, Expt. 2).
Similarly, gaze cueing is reduced when participants are informed that the face cues are wearing googles that participants know are opaque (vs. transparent; Morgan, Freeth, & Smith,
2018; Teufel, et al., 2010), or when a physical barrier is inserted between the face cue and the
target, with depth cues indicating the face is behind the barrier (vs. in front; see Fig. 6.5c;
Kawai, 2011). And in fact, gaze cueing is reduced when viewing a human-like mannequin (vs.
a real human; Wiese et al., 2012), or a mindless robot (vs. a robot whose eyes are controlled
by a human; Wiese et al., 2012). But while these results are typically taken to demonstrate
that “beliefs about another person’s ability to see [...] have strong top-down effects on gaze
processing” (Teufel et al., 2009, p. 1276), directly “facilitating and shaping the way in which
social signals are processed on a lower level” (Teufel, Fletcher, et al., 2010, p. 1277), others have
suggested that they might rather only be indirect (e.g., affecting attention via heightened imagery; Langton, 2009). And indeed, these effects are typically found at longer latencies or in
less reflexive paradigms, such that they might affect free viewing but not reflexive gaze following (Kingstone et al., 2019; Kuhn et al., 2018).
Most importantly, this framework seems incompatible with the most automatic effects
of gaze on perception and attention such as those explored in this dissertation: Eye contact
could not break CFS faster (Stein et al., 2011) as a result of deliberative processes, since those
cannot operate in the absence of visual awareness; and similarly, reasoning would certainly
prevent us from following the gaze of anti-predictive cues (e.g., Driver et al., 1999). In fact,
some of the effects of eye gaze seem downright counter to our beliefs: We certainly don’t
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Figure 6.5: Sample stimuli from gaze cueing experiments manipulating whether the face cue can see the target. (a)

Faces with their eyes blocked by a dark rectangle are compared to faces with their eyes covered by see-through
sunglasses (Nuku & Bekkering, 2008, Expt. 2). (b) Faces in a box with its sides cut out are compared to faces in a box
with its sides obstructing its view (Cole et al., 2015). (C) Faces in front of a barrier (as signaled by the black bar being in
front of the barrier yet behind the face) are compared to faces behind a barrier (as signaled here by the black bar being
behind both the barrier and the face; Kawai, 2011). (D) Masks covering the back of the head are compared to masks
covering the face (Kingstone et al., 2019).

believe clouds and peppers can see, and yet we follow the gaze of pareidolia faces (Takahashi
& Watanabe, 2013). So while this work has focused on our beliefs about others’ attention,
which fail to explain its most automatic and powerful effects, this discrepancy is resolved in
the ‘mind contact’ perspective wherein others’ attention does not just result from higher-level
judgments of mental states, but is extracted in perception itself.
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6.4

Apparent Challenges

The ‘mind contact’ perspective is based on the idea that gaze perception is driven by the apprehension of others’ attention; but this seems incompatible with two lines of recent work—one
demonstrating that gaze cueing effects can arise from face cues even when they are not looking at the target, and one that has found effects of ‘minds’ in cues that do not seem animate
in any way.

6.4.1

Knowing vs. Seeing

While the ‘mind contact’ perspective is grounded on the idea that gaze effects are driven by
others’ attention, recent work has instead suggested that effects such as gaze cueing arise even
when others are clearly not looking at anything. For example, when viewing an actor wearing
two masks—one in the front and one in the back of their head, gaze cueing is the same regardless of whether the mask directed towards the target is the one covering the front vs. the
back of the actor’s head (Fig. 6.5d; Kingstone et al., 2019). How can gaze following be driven
by the perception of others’ attention, when we follow the back of people’s heads (which if
anything, is more often directed in the direction opposite of attention)? Similarly, in some
cases gaze cueing has been found to be unaltered by the presence of physical barriers inserted
between the face and the target (Fig. 6.5b; Cole et al., 2015). If the ‘mind contact’ perspective
posits that another person’s intentions drive the effects of gaze, then those should be weaker in
these cases where the face cues are obviously not looking at the target. And these paradigms
seem straightforward in this sense: Of course inserting a physical barrier between an agent
and an object will result in the agent not being able to see the object, and of course an agent
will not be able to see anything at all from the back of their head. And in fact, participants in
these experiments are quite accurate at reporting whether the face cue can or cannot see the
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target.
But crucially, knowing that one cannot see does not necessarily imply that our phenomenology reflects such conditions, for both practical and theoretical reasons. First, some
of these manipulations require quite some scrutiny and working memory (e.g., remembering
whether you are viewing the back vs. the front of the head). Some manipulations are in fact
implemented in a way that is downright counter to their indented function (e.g., the target
in Fig. 6.5b actually appears to be obstructed by the corner of the box, despite this being the
‘open box’ condition, and does not fall along the line of gaze). But even beyond these practical considerations, it is also clear more generally that these paradigms investigate extremely
uncommon situations: Rarely do we see agents stuck in boxes, or wearing masks on both
sides of their heads. Even the manipulations that might seem more natural such as physical
barriers appear strange: Rarely do we see agents suddenly turn to look at a blank barrier.
The unfamiliar nature of these cues is not problematic in itself, but rather because
we tend to explain otherwise strange behaviors by ascribing intentions—the very intentions
these manipulations were designed to eliminate. If we see someone staring at a blank barrier,
of course we will think they cannot see objects behind it; but they might be staring exactly
because they are interested in the objects behind it! This is indeed a common phenomenon:
When you are sitting at the theater right before a show, you might stare at the closed curtain
not because your perceptual system is broken, but because you are attending to the actors
behind it in anticipation. Similarly, if you lost your keys you might gaze around the room and
lay your eyes on various bags, purses, coats, jackets, pants, etc. that you might have left them
in: And while of course you can’t see through these items, you would certainly be attending
to their content to figure out if the keys might be there. In fact, our tendency to ascribe
intentionality to otherwise inexplicable behavior might even lead us to infer the presence of
a target when there is none. For example, if we saw someone suddenly turn towards a new
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location, we might assume they heard a noise coming from there (even if they turned with
their eyes closed). And similarly, if we saw someone stare at a wall from a different perspective
than us, we might assume there is something interesting on the wall (e.g., a painting).
These considerations highlight how beliefs about what others can see only approximate our phenomenology of their attention and intentions—and it is thus unsurprising that
manipulating beliefs about seeing does not influence how we visually experience agents in
the first place. And indeed, implicating perception requires a completely different class of
stimuli—one that is grounded in biological significance rather than in explicit beliefs participants might have. A wonderful example of this is the fact that pointing gestures trigger
attentional shifts, but only when the cue is the index finger—and not the index finger and
the middle finger together, the little finger, the little finger lengthened to match the index finger, or even the index finger shortened to match the little finger (Ariga & Watanabe, 2009).
This ‘index-finger advantage’ is remarkable especially because participants are certainly able to
judge the direction in which all these cues are pointing. This suggests that “visual processing
for socially relevant and communicative stimuli can be so narrow-tuned that subtle differences in visual stimuli [...] have influences on reflexive attentional shifts” (Ariga & Watanabe,
2009, p. 264). And critically, this perceptual sensitivity is rooted in the social relevance of
these stimuli rather than their lower-level properties, just like in the ’mind contact’ view, the
special status of others’ eyes is rooted in their social relevance as cues to others’ minds rather
than in their visual properties per se.

6.4.2

Effects of Inanimate Objects

The possibility that perception itself might extract social properties is also challenged by evidence that stimuli that are typically taken to be non-social produce similar effects as gaze.
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For example, cueing effects arise from gaze cues but also from arrows (Eimer, 1997; Kuhn &
Kingstone, 2009; Ristic, Friesen, & Kingstone, 2002; Tipples, 2002), suggesting that the social significance of eyes might play no role in these effects. This work has also documented
some differences between gaze and arrows cues, namely that gaze cues seem more irresistible
(Friesen et al., 2004), rely on different neural mechanisms (Kingstone et al., 2004), and are selectively impaired by STS lesions (Akiyama et al., 2006) and in autism (Senju et al., 2004; for
reviews, see Birmingham & Kingstone, 2009; Itier & Batty, 2009). But these differences have
again been attributed to post-perceptual processing of biologically significant cues, rather
than perception itself being well-tuned to social information.
The ‘perceiving perception’ framework we introduce has two implications for this theory of gaze cueing as a non-social process. First, the notion of ‘minds without eyes’ (see Section 6.1) suggests that arrows might be social, in the sense that their orientation is often not
a coincidence. If we are biking down a street and see arrows on our lane, we would have
no doubt they have been intentionally placed by an agent to indicate the direction of travel.
And similarly, if a participant is completing an experiment and sees an arrow on the computer screen pointing at exactly 180°, they would have no doubt it had been intentionally
programmed to point to the left, since that precise orientation is unlikely to occur by chance
(for a similar argument on the social significance of arrows, see Kingstone et al., 2003). As
such, it might be entirely plausible that inanimate cones or arrows would produce cueing
effects when they appear to be non-random. Second, if the importance of gaze lies in its biological relevance as an honest cue to attention, then the eyes of a schematic faces are actually
more akin to an arrow than to the eyes of real people—and so it is perhaps unsurprising that
arrows and schematic faces give rise to the same effects. But this does not mean they would if
compared to more biologically significant stimuli—and indeed, when looking at real world
scenes containing both faces and arrows, people tend to focus on the people (Birmingham
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et al., 2008). In sum, it seems that apparent challenges to the ‘mind contact’ view simply
arise from a misguided operationalization of others’ minds, which influence our conscious
experience not by virtue of our beliefs that someone is attending, and not by virtue of their
superficial properties, but rather by virtue of subtle if not ineffable cues to others’ minds that
substantially alter our phenomenology.

6.5

A Creative Genius

The field of social perception encompasses a wide variety of topics, from the stereotypes we
might have about other people (e.g., Freeman, Stolier, & Brooks, 2020), to how the presence
of others might activate incidental knowledge or memory (e.g., Ferguson & Bargh, 2004).
Ironically, most of this work has little to do with perception—which is instead implicated
only insofar as the initial input to higher-level cognitive processes. This is perhaps because
while it seems rather uncontroversial that we are able to draw inferences about others’ mental states, the possibility that we might perceive attentional states is highly controversial, with
some dismissing it as “definitely wrong” (McGinn, 1984, p. 123) if not “extremely paradoxical” (Price, 1931, p. 54). The claim that mental states are fundamentally imperceptible has
longstanding roots in philosophy, starting with St. Augustine who claimed that “there is no
way opened to our eyes to see the mind, a thing which cannot be seen by the eyes” (419, as
cited in Miles, 1983). This assumption has historically led to the conclusion that knowledge of
others’ mental states must be indirect, and can only result from analogies to our own mental
states (e.g., Russell, 1923) or as best explanation of observed behavior (e.g., Pargetter, 1984),
or even just via testimony (Gomes, 2015).
While an epistemological discussion of the problem of other minds seems beyond the
scope of this dissertation, it is worth noting that the imperceptible nature of other minds is
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endorsed to this date in psychology: “Mental states, and the minds that possess them, are
necessarily unobservable constructs that must be inferred by observers rather than perceived
directly” (Johnson, 2000, p. 22). Critically, this view is not just a theoretical position about
whether other minds can be perceived in principle, but critically has far reaching implications
for how mental states understanding might be achieved in practice, since it implies that perception plays no role in mental state understanding. In fact, leading theories of mental state understanding generally accept that mental states cannot be perceived, and are instead inferred
through extra-perceptual steps, such as folk-psychological theories (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997;
Premack & Woodruff, 1978), or simulations (Gordon, 1986; Heal, 1986).
But the experiments reported here paint a different picture of social perception, wherein
perception is not merely an input to higher-level processes, but is rather well-tuned to extract
social information such as the direction of others’ attention and intentions. This does not imply that intentions are physical entities contained in the input itself (a ‘strong’ view of direct
perception; Lavelle, 2012). Additional inferences are required, but we argue that rather being
carried out in additional post-perceptual processing, these inferences are extracted in perception itself, and integrated in the resulting conscious experience. While extremely uncommon
in studies of social psychology, this view seems almost required from the perspective of vision
science: The fact that retinal images are vastly underdetermined (e.g., they lack a 3D structure)
and yet our percepts seem so rich (e.g., they do have a 3D structure) requires that additional
processing is carried out prior to the construction of conscious experience. In this way, vision
is not just a means for sensory transduction, but is rather a sophisticated process that transforms scarce input into rich conscious experiences via a series of ‘unconscious inferences’—a
view that has a rich history in the study of perception (Pylyshyn, 1999; Rock, 1983; for a review,
see Cavanagh, 2011).
These sorts of perceptual heuristics have been demonstrated to operate in a wide va110

riety of contexts, supporting our percepts of spatial relationships (Ullman, 1984) and objecthood (Gregory, 1980; Scholl, 2001), and perhaps even more fundamentally determining what
we take to be a stimulus in the first place (vs. a defect of our visual system; New & Scholl,
2008). More recently, unconscious yet sophisticated perceptual inferences have been shown
to operate in domains that had been previously thought to be solely the province of higherlevel though. These include biological motion (Chatterjee, Freyd, & Shiffrar, 1996), causality
and animacy (for reviews, see Scholl & Gao, 2013; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000), and also nonsocial ones such as physics (Firestone & Scholl, 2017, under review), history (Chen & Scholl,
2016), and even aesthetics (Chen et al., 2018). Overall, this research program highlights that
perception is not just a means through which we extract inputs for higher-level processes, but
a ‘creative genius’ (Hoffman, 2000, p. 1) that constructs rich and sophisticated experiences
of the world around us including other people’s minds—such that we ‘perceive perception’,
and ‘attend to attention’.
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